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1

A fancy link bracelet in yellow precious metal, with stylised
links adjoined to a tongue and groove clasp, secured with a
safety chain and figure of eight catch, Italian hallmarked as
'750', overall measuring 17.6 cm long, 2.1 cm wide, total
weight of item 36.3 grams. £1,000-1,500

2

An 18ct gold sapphire and diamond flower ring, comprises an
oval sapphire cabochon with a high dome, measuring 6.4 x 5.1
mm, claw set in the centre on a yellow gold floral mount,
surrounded with layered petals pavé set with diamonds, to a
conjoined split shank, British hallmarked as 750, ring head
measuring 1.8 x 1.7 cm, ring size K, total weight of item 7.6
grams. £1,500-2,000

3

An 18ct gold signet ring, with a minuscule flower engraving on
the oval head, to a tapering plain shank, London hallmarked as
18, dated 1909, ring size J, ring head measuring 1.3 x 1.2 cm,
total weight of item 9.8 grams. £200-300

4

A 9ct gold and diamond line bracelet, featuring hinged bar links
flanked by square links with diamond accents, with an
estimated total weight of 0.15ct, fastened with a discrete box
clasp and figure of eight safety catch, Birmingham hallmarked
'375' with sponsor's mark 'SG', bracelet measuring 19.0 cm
long, total weight of item 8.7 grams. £150-250

5

A pair of pearl and diamond earrings, each consisting of an 8.5
mm cream coloured pearl with pink overtone, set in a swivel
yellow metal mount, to a bevelled teardrop surmount pavé set
with brilliant diamonds, fitted with posts without stoppers,
unmarked, overall dimensions approximately measuring 2.2 x
0.9 cm, total weight of items 9.8 grams. £400-600
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A faceted ruby bead necklace, comprising a string of one
hundred and twenty-three ruby beads in various red shades,
graduating approximately from 6.2 to 4.8 mm, with white metal
clasps marked as '9ct', measuring 44.5 cm long, total weight of
item 30.0 grams, with a World Gemological Institue report
WGI9624137739. £600-800

7

A mixed lot with an amethyst set buckle and other silver items;
The buckle is set with a sugarloaf amethyst in yellow metal,
with chrysanthemum engravings on the surround, measures
7.5 x 5.0 cm; A Mari Lou maple leaf bracelet marked as
'sterling', measures 20.0 cm long; A reeded sovereign case
with two sixpences, measures 3.0 cm across; A turquoise set
pendant in white metal surround with foliate details, measures
5.8 x 3.5 cm; A silver watch chain with a swivel clasp, British
hallmarked measures 42.0 cm long; A stylised cross pendant
marked '925', 6.0 x 3.5 cm; A contemporary pendant with
florentine finish, marked '925', 11.8 x 7.0 cm; An empty ring
mount in white metal. Total weight of items 262.5 grams (8).
£100-150

8

A bi-coloured pocket watch chain, with alternating coloured
curb links, spring ring clasp and a swivel clasp on each end,
with pre-revolutionary Russian hallmarks '56' (indicates 14ct),
overall measuring 41.5 cm long, total weight of item 22.9
grams. £200-300

9

A loose diamond, the round brilliant-cut white diamond with a
GIA certificate, stating carat weight 0.52ct, colour and clarity to
be I, I1, dated May 2022.
Please Note: VAT will be applicable to both the hammer price
and the buyers premium. £300-500
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A box filled with coins, pens, watches, jewellery and a powder
case.
An untested gold 25 Riyals Save Venice coin
6 Roman-style coins
3 Commemorative coins
1-millennium coin
5 Winston Churchill faced coins
7 Further coins
A Ladys Sekonda watch
A gentleman Poljot watch
A lighter
A loose purple stone
A Powder box
5 necklace/pendant
A brooch
4 pens
and finally a scarab key ring £150-250

11

A three-row diamond dress ring, comprises a row of graduated
brilliant diamonds channel set in the centre, edged by smaller
pavé-set diamonds, all together with an estimated total weight
of 0.48ct, to a tapered shank in bi-coloured precious metal,
stamped as '750', ring size I, total weight of item 6.4 grams.
£300-500

12

A miscellaneous collection of silver and 9ct gold items, to
include a silver vesta case, engraved with scrollwork and blank
cartouche designs, hinged lid and ring for chatelaine,
Birmingham hallmarked '925' with sponsor's mark 'J&C', dated
1908; a silver ingot pendant on chain, featuring London assay
marks and Queen's Silver Jubilee commemorative mark, dated
1977, suspending on a twisted cable chain 64.5 cm; a pair of
gem-set cufflinks, each consists of an oval carnelian cabochon
rub over set in a 9ct gold mount, London hallmarked with
sponsor's mark 'SMP', dated 1971; a texture cross pendant
marked as '9ct'; a 9ct gold archer pendant engraved 'David' on
the reverse, London hallmarked with maker's mark 'BW&Sn',
dated 1964; a Royal Army Medical Corps insignia badge in 9ct
gold and enamel, hallmarked with maker's mark 'CP&Co'; a
fine belcher link chain in yellow metal, broken in half, rougly
measuring 46.5 cm long in total; a small collection of vintage
Middle Eastern jewellery. Total weight of items 210.7 grams
(11). £200-300

13

A pair of ribbon motif earrings, each set with diamond and ruby
accents, backed with peg and clip fittings, Egyptian hallmarked
as '18', overall measuring 2.3 cm across, total weight of items
10.4 grams. £300-500
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A turquoise and seed pearl pendant on chain, comprises blue
turquoise cabochons collet set in a foliate mount, with a bow
motif surmount embellished with seed pearls, to a similarly
fashioned bail, suspending on a cable link chain, fastened with
tube clasp, yellow precious metal marked as '15ct', chain
measuring 44.0 cm, pendant overall size 4.0 x 2.4 cm, total
weight of item 12.7 grams. £150-200

15

A pair of cone-shaped drop earrings, each comprises a yellow
precious metal long cone with wirework details, chain tassels
with spherical terminations dangling from bottom, backed with
peg and butterfly fittings, Bahrain hallmarked as 875 (indicates
21ct), approximately measuring 5.0 cm in drop length, total
weight of items 8.7 grams. £300-500

16

A pair of turquoise ear clips, each consisting of an oval
turquoise cabochon approximately measuring 17.4 x 12.5 mm,
set on a yellow metal mount stamped '750', with omega clip
fittings, total weight of items 9.9 grams. £100-150

17

A 9ct gold and full sovereign bracelet, featuring an Edward VII
Melbourne mint 1903 sovereign coin, mounted to a square
openwork surround with scrollwork details, attached to gate
link straps, fastened with a heart-shaped padlock and safety
chain, London hallmarked as '375', dated 1978, inner
circumference measuring 15.0 cm, 2.5 cm wide, total weight of
item 24.6 grams. £400-500

18

An 18ct gold ring and a platinum ring, the gold ring has a plain
court band, stamped 'FIDELITY' inside the shank, Birmingham
hallmarked '18' along with Henry Griffith and Sons maker's
mark 'H.G&S', dated 1940, ring size L; the platinum ring has
wheat engravings all around the D-profile band, engraved
'John-June 5.8.50' inside the shank, hallmarked with maker's
mark 'W.W.Ld' for William Wilkinson Ltd of Skinner St &
Clerkenwell Rd., ring size R. Total weight of items 4.6 grams
(2). £200-300
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A modernist brooch with tanzanite and pyrite, a piece of
Tanzanite rough crystal has been claw set on top of an
abstract mount with interwoven bars, along with a cube of
pyrite and white stone accents, fitted with hinged pin stem and
roll-over safety clasp, signed 'Ricci Flavio' and marked as
'750', overall measuring 4.9 x 3.6 cm, total weight of item 9.9
grams. £350-400

19a

A trellis diamond solitaire, consisting of a round brilliant
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.15ct, claw set on a
twisted trellis mount, to a tapered flat shank stamped '750', ring
size J½, total weight of item 2.0 grams. £150-250

20

An Indian polychromatic stone set necklace, depicting a pair of
swans on a fan-shaped pendant, with pearl fringe below,
attached to a pearl chain fastened with a S-hook, yellow metal
unmarked, drop length measuring 32.0 cm, total weight of item
60.2 grams. (some stones deficient) £500-700

21

A tanzanite and diamond dress ring, featuring an oval
tanzanite approximately measuring 9.8 x 7.5 mm, with bright
bluish-purple body colour, claw set on a high profile mount, five
marquise diamonds on each side of the shoulders with an
estimated total weight of 0.30ct, to a tapered flat shank, yellow
metal marked as '585', ring size N, total weight of item 4.0
grams. £300-500

22

A bracelet by Danish designer Hermann Siersbol, with stylised
shell and pearl links in white metal, fastening with a concealed
box clasp, stamped with HS maker's mark and 'STERLING
DENMARK', measuring 19.3 cm long, total weight of item 22.0
grams. £150-200
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A lot consists of a gold pendant on chain and a Masonic swivel
pendant, the pendant comprises cutout silhouettes of a man, a
gazelle and a giraffe, on an African continent outline gold
panel, attached to bail, with a curb chain measuring 44.5 cm
secured by spring ring clasp, pendant size 2.0 x 2.8 cm,
hallmarked as 375; the swivel pendant comprises engravings
of a disassembled symbol of Freemasonry - 'square and
compasses' on both sides, to a scrolled surround and loop bail,
pendant size 2.4 x 3.3 cm, unmarked, total weight of items 7.7
grams (2). £200-250

24

An enamel ballerina brooch, featuring a figurine of a dancing
ballerina in a textured dress with enamelled borders, fitted with
hinged pin stem and roll-over safety clasp, stamped as '750',
measuring 4.8 x 4.6 cm, total weight of item 10.0 grams. £400500

25

A signet ring pavé set with diamonds, comprises ten brilliant
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.30ct, pavé-set on
the bi-coloured metal ring head, to a tapered flat shank,
unmarked, size O½, ring head measuring 10.5 x 8.3 mm in
dimension, total weight of item 7.1 grams. £250-350

26

A bombé ring with diamonds, consisting of ten brilliant
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.30ct, star set to a
domed hollow mount, tapered to a D-profile shank, yellow
metal unmarked, ring size N, total weight of item 12.8 grams.
£700-900

27

An Art Nouveau pendant and diamond daisy head ring, the
pendant consists of two round amethyst highlights and seed
pearls, set on an articulated openwork floral mount with
millgrain details, marked as '9ct', to a later-added curb chain,
marked as '9ct', chain measuring 47.0 cm long, pendant
overall measures 5.7 x 2.7 cm; The diamond daisy head ring
comprises nine old-cut diamonds cluster, collet set on a white
metal mount, to a tapered flat shank in yellow metal, ring size
N. Total weight of items 10.0 grams. £250-350
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A gold-filled bracelet with assorted college fraternity charms,
some of the charms are marked with '10k' and '14k', attached
to the curb link chain which has marked as '1/20 12KGF',
measures 19.0 cm long, total weight of item 47.0 grams. £200300

29

A three-stone peridot ring, comprises three round peridots
each approximately measuring 4.7 mm, claw set on a white
metal high mount with textured foliate motifs, to a bifurcated
and grooved shank, unmarked, ring size N, total weight of item
5.0 grams. £100-150

30

A peridot ring, featuring an oval mixed-cut peridot,
approximately measuring 8.2 x 6.7 mm in size, bar set to a
plain and tapered D-profile shank in yellow metal, unmarked,
ring size O, total weight of item 8.5 grams. £400-600

31

A tension-set diamond ring, featuring a single brilliant diamond
with an estimated weight of 0.08ct, tension-set on a two-tone
precious metal shank, Italian hallmarked as '750', ring size
M½, total weight of item 3.6 grams. £250-350

32

A large Chinese brooch and two Chinese carved jade
pendants; The brooch has a carved jade panel of the
Immortals of Harmony and Union 'He-he Erxian', beneath a
swivel chrysoprase flower with agate leaves, white metalbacked, approximately measuring 12.5 x 8.5 cm; One of the
jade pendants is in the shape of 'Longevity Lock'; Another
depicting two magpies amid plum blossoms, which means luck
and blessings. £150-250
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33

A diamond entourage ring in white precious metal, starring a
brilliant diamond claw set in the centre, encompassed ten
smaller diamonds, a further six on the shoulders, total
estimated diamond weight 0.472ct, à jour on the reverse
shows quatrefoil-shaped opening cuts, to a tapered D-profile
shank, marked as '750', ring size S, total weight of item 3.7
grams. £200-300

34

Assorted bead necklaces from semi-precious stones, a string
of kumihimo braided sodalite chip beads, approximately
measuring 41.0 cm; a string of kumihimo braided amethyst
chip beads, measuring 43.0 cm; a string of kumihimo braided
quartz chip beads, measuring 45.0 cm; a bowenite chip
beaded necklace, measuring 88.0 cm; a red tiger's eye beaded
necklace, measuring 64.0 cm; a multi-variety of polycrystalline
quartz beaded necklace with metal spacers, measuring 77.0
cm; a similarly designed polycrystalline quartz beaded
necklace, measuring 80.0 cm. Total weight of item 470.0
grams(7). £80-120

35

A mixed lot of medals, a House of Lords vanity mirror, another,
a compass, a yellow metal cut wedding band marked 18ct, 2.4
grams and a variety of trinkets £100-150

36

An 18ct bi-coloured gold necklace with a heart pendant, which
has round brilliant diamonds pavé set on a white gold domed
heart-shaped mount, connected to a pavéd bail with an
estimated total diamond weight of 0.54ct, to a yellow gold
fancy link chain, fastened with a tube clasp and figure of eight
safety catch, London convention hallmark '750', with sponsor's
mark 'Pi', dated 1999, necklace approximately measuring 42.0
cm, total weight of item 20.2 grams. £700-900

37

Tiffany & Co. - A silver mesh bib necklace with tie ends,
designed by Elsa Peretti, signed by T&Co. on oval plaque,
London hallmarked '925', dated 2011, measuring 67.0 cm long,
total weight of item 21.3 grams.
RRP £885 £200-300
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A diamond and seed pearl bar brooch, featuring five graduated
seed pearls with pink overtones, sizing from 2.6 - 3.7 mm, set
in the centre of a bi-coloured metal mount with millgrain and
granulating details, further accentuated with old-cut and rosecut diamonds, fitted with pin stem and catch, metal unmarked,
in fitted case, overall dimensions 5.9 x 1.0 cm, total weight of
item 4.0 grams. £100-150

39

Cancer Research UK - An early 20th century three stone
diamond ring, the three old European cut diamonds in scroll
setting weighing approx. 0.63, 0.78 & 0.50 carats (estimated),
total approx. diamond weight approx. 1.91 carats, colour F,
clarity VS, band marked '18', gross weight 5.08g, size O. £8001,200

40

A hollow heart pendant, consisting of a heart-shaped dome,
with pierced cut-outs of crescent and stars, with a florentine
finish, suspending from a bail with similar patterns, yellow
precious metal marked as '18kt 750', overall measuring 3.0 x
3.5 cm (including bail), total weight of item 8.9 grams. £300500

41

A diamond solitaire ring, to feature a brilliant diamond with an
estimated weight of 0.217ct, rub-over set on a low profile
mount with braided edges in yellow metal, to a tapered flat
shank in white metal, marked as '18K', ring size M½, total
weight of item 2.2 grams. £200-300

42

Two jade rings, one comprises a marquise-shaped chrome
green jadeite cabochon claw set on a yellow metal mount, with
engraved floral shoulders, to D-profile shank, marked as 'K18',
size H½; Another consists of an oval chrome green jadeite
cabochon collet set in a oxidised metal mount, with millgrain
and engraved floral details around the surround and shoulders,
to a tapered D-profile shank, unmarked, size H½. Total weight
of items 6.0 grams (2). £200-300
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A diamond and sapphire cross pendant on platinum chain,
featuring five round brilliant diamonds with an estimated total
weight of 1.71ct, bezel set on the end of each arm and the
intersection of the crossbeams, eleven baguette-cut sapphires
are channel set in the white metal mount, suspending on a bail
to a cable chain hallmarked as 'IRID-PLAT', pendant drop
length measuring 4.6 cm, chain measures 46.0 cm long, total
weight of item 13.8 grams. £1,500-2,000

44

An Indian tribal bib necklace in yellow precious metal, mesh
chain mail with faceted details and granulation fringes,
attached to a drawstring cord for fastening, unmarked, drop
length approximately 34.0 cm long, total weight of item 76.7
grams. £1,200-1,500

45

Ten stone-set rings of base metal and one titanium ring,
stones incluing ametrine, goldstone, synthetic spinel, shell
cameo and citrine etc. £100-200

46

An amethyst dress ring, comprises a round rose cut amethyst,
approximately measuring 9.7 mm across, tension set to a
yellow precious metal mount, with trumpeted shoulders to a Dprofile shank, Italian hallmarked as '750', ring size O, total
weight of item 8.9 grams. £600-800

47

Three gem-set rings, one with a square sapphire flanked by
round diamonds, flush set on a white gold mount to a 9ct
yellow gold shank, with British import hallmarks 375, ring size
H; a ring with an old-cut pear-shaped diamond surrounded by
rose-cut diamonds, collet set on a white precious metal mount,
to a D-profile yellow metal shank, unmarked, ring size P; a ring
with white and dark blue faceted stones, set on a zig-zag
bypass mount, to a 9ct gold shank, Birmingham hallmarked
375, ring size L½. Total weight of items 10.0 grams (3). £100200
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A carved emerald bead necklace, comprising a string of ninetyone reeded emerald beads in pale green colour, graduating
approximately from 11.0mm to 4.7mm, 157.50cts, with 22ct
yellow gold clasps, Sheffield hallmarked as '916' with
sponsor's mark 'TJC', measuring 42.0 cm long, total weight of
item 31.5 grams, with a World Gemological Institute report
WGI9624137738. £600-800

49

A sapphire and diamond ring, consisting of two oval sapphires
alternating with three round brilliant diamonds, with an
estimated total weight of 1.08ct, claw set in a white metal
mount, to a tapered flat shank in yellow metal, marked as '750',
ring size N, total weight of item 3.5 grams. £500-700

50

A Chinese lacquer carved bead necklace and matching
earrings; the necklace consists of twenty-five spherical wood
beads, each engraved with the 'Shou' pattern which signifies
longevity, finished with red lacquer (trade name 'cinnabar
lacquer'), hand-knotted to a box clasp, marked 'SILVER' and
'MADE IN CHINA', overall measuring 86.0 cm in length, bead
measures 2.9 cm across; the pair of matching earrings each
comprises one carved 'Shou' bead, attached to screw-back
fittings, stamped ''9ct'.
Total weight of items 263.7 grams (2). £100-200

51

A loose diamond, the round brilliant-cut white diamond with a
GIA certificate, stating carat weight 0.47ct, colour and clarity to
be D, I1, dated May 2022.
Please Note: VAT will be applicable to both the hammer price
and the buyers premium. £300-500

52

A diamond solitaire ring, consisting of a white round brilliant
diamond approximately weighs 0.29ct, claw set on an 18ct
white gold mount, on a tapered 18ct yellow gold shank,
London hallmarked 750, dated 2004, ring size P½, total weight
of item 3.3 grams. £200-300
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A Vera Wang Love ring with diamonds on 14kt white gold, set
with a central princess cut diamond measuring 4.15 x 4.16mm
surrounded by round brilliant cut diamonds in a halo setting on
an elaborate stone set split shoulder mount with two square
sapphires set into the under gallery, ring size M1/2, total
weight of item 7.0 grams £1,500-2,000

54

A chunky curb link chain in yellow precious metal, fastened
with a figure of eight catch, metal marked as '750', overall
measuring 60.5 long, 1.1 cm wide, total weight of item 132.9
grams. £3,000-4,000

55

A collection of white metal rings, some stamped '925', a
matchbox cover with chased dragon design, Chinese character
marks, 7.5 x 5cms, four yellow precious metal tie pins, one
stamped '750', three pairs of costume jewellery earrings, and a
leather coin pouch with three French coins (19) £100-150

56

An 18ct bi-coloured gold diamond and tanzanite dress ring,
featuring an oval fancy cut tanzanite with bright purplish-blue
body colour, approximately measuring 11.0 x 7.8 mm, claw set
on a cathedral mount, embellished with marquise and round
diamonds on the bifurcated shoulders, tapering to a flat shank,
Birmingham hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'LORIQUE',
dated 2016, ring size O, total weight of item 4.8 grams. £700900

57

A small collection of 9ct white gold items, to include a stylised
heart pendant on a curb chain, fastened with spring-ring clasp,
London hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 'KNK', dated 2001,
measuring 41.5 cm long; a fancy link bracelet with knot motifs,
closing with lobster clasp, with conventional hallmarks '375',
measuring 18.5 cm long; a textured ring with vine motifs,
stamped as '9ct', ring size L, 4.1 mm wide. Total weight of
items 18.8 grams (3). £150-250
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A quartz cocktail ring, consisting of an emerald-cut rock
crystal, measuring 19.2 x 15.6 mm, claw set on a yellow
precious metal mount, with a scrolled gallery, split shoulders,
to a tapered flat shank, Egyptian hallmarked as '18', ring size
O, total weight of item 16.1 grams. £300-500

59

An 18ct gold sapphire halo ring, and four other rings; The
sapphire and diamond halo ring has a dark blue, nearly black
sapphire claw set within a frame of illusion-set diamonds, to a
bi-coloured gold mount, London hallmarked '18ct', dated 1974,
size M; A 9ct gold green hardstone cabochon ring with
granulated details, London hallmarked '375', dated 1986, size
N; A five-stone ring with white stones on white metal bypass
band, marked as '9ct & silver', size Q; An eternity ring with
white stones, stamped as '9ct', size L; A plain signet ring in
yellow metal, unmarked, size J½. Total weight of items 14.2
grams (5). £150-250

60

A platinum tanzanite entourage ring, featuring an oval mixedcut tanzanite with intense purplish-blue body colour,
approximately measuring 12.5 x 9.8 mm, claw set in platinum
mount, encompassed by fourteen round brilliant diamonds with
an estimated total diamond weight of 1.4ct, with scalloped
openwork gallery and bifurcated shoulders, to a tapered Dprofile shank, designed by Monford Diamonds, London
hallmarked '950' with sponsor's mark 'GMJ', dated 2019, ring
size N, head dimension 1.9 x 1.6 cm, total weight of item 10.3
grams. £5,000-7,000

61

A sapphire and diamond halo ring, featuring an oval sapphire
high dome cabochon in dark blue colour, surrounded by small
brilliant diamonds, claw set on a white metal mount, with
baguette diamonds set on the shoulders, to a tapered D-profile
shank, inside of shank engraved 'M-I 12.8.70', hallmarked as
18ct white gold, ring size I, total weight of item 4.4 grams. £400
-600

62

A fancy link chain necklace and matching bracelet, The
necklace measures 61.5 cm long, marked '18ct'; The bracelet
measures 24.0 cm long, marked as 750'. Total weight of items
42.6 grams (2). £1,300-1,500
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63

A 9ct white gold curb link bracelet, fastens with lobster clasp,
Sheffield hallmarked as '375' with sponsor's mark 'PM', overall
measures 22.0 cm long, total weight of item 12.4 grams. £150200

64

A mixed collection of costume jewellery, comprising of beaded
necklaces, brooches, clip-on earrings, a simulated diamond
and pearl tiara together with a pair of sunglasses £100-150

65

A platinum and diamond guard band enhancer, with nine
brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.20ct,
channel set on a curved mount to a flat shank, London
hallmarked as '950' with maker's mark 'LBLd', ring size M, total
weight of item 3.5 grams. £80-120

66

A ruby and diamond five-stones ring, consisting of two round
brilliant diamonds with an estimated weight of 0.88ct,
alternating with three round rubies, claw set on white metal
mount, to a flat shank, unmarked, ring size N, total weight of
item 3.6 grams. £500-700

67

A lot consisting of a coral necklace, a coral coloured necklace
and one coral brooch, the first necklace consists of 8.8mm
beads with glass spacers with a base metal bolt ring,
measuring 37mm in length, the second features 5.5mm beads
and the overall length measures 34cm. Finally, a coral set
cabochon brooch on yellow metal. Total weight of items 51.8
grams (3) £200-300
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An 18ct gold diamond ring and a 9ct gold ruby and diamond
dress ring; The diamond ring comprises four French-cut
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.18ct, corner claw
set together in the centre, with ten diamond accents channel
set on shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, Birmingham
hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'CJ', ring size P; The ruby
and diamond dress ring consists of five rubies surrounded by
diamond highlights, claw set on a white gold mount, to a
tapered flat shank in yellow gold, British hallmarked as '375',
ring size P½. Total weight of items 6.9 grams. £200-300

69

A heart-shaped pendant with diamonds, comprises a hollow
heart pendant in yellow precious metal, fully pavé set with
rose-cut diamonds, engraved scrollwork on the edges, pierced
lattice and daisy motif at the reverse, suspending on a dove
surmount with diamond and ruby accents, to a shepherd's
crook bail, Syrian hallmarked '12ct', overall measuring 4.9 x
2.6 cm, total weight of item 10.0 grams. £300-500

70

A lot consisting of 8 pairs of imitation enamel pearls and two
cubic Zirconia line bracelets. The first large imitation enamel
red bead earrings are on white metal stamped 925 with CZ
stones set into the top loop.
The second small imitation enamel red bead earrings are on
white metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loop.
The third large turquoise imitation enamel bead earrings are on
white metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loop.
The fourth small turquoise imitation enamel bead earrings are
on white metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top
loop.
The firth large white imitation pearl earrings are on white metal
stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loop.
The sixth item is large white imitation pearl earrings on white
metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the tear shape top
loop.
The seventh item is large Tahitian imitation pearl earrings on
white metal stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loops.
The eighth item is grey imitation pearls earrings on white metal
stamped 925 with CZ stones set into the top loops.
The ninth item
Finally, another cubic zirconia set tennis line bracelet set into
white metal stamped 925, measuring 3.9mm across with a
double-figure of eight safety catches. (10) £100-150

71

A garnet cluster ring, comprises an oval garnet circumscribed
by eight round garnets, claw set on a yellow precious metal
mount with granulation details, framed with a bright cut
engraved surround with blue enamel edge, textured and
pierced scroll work on the under gallery and shoulders, to a
tapered shank, Middle Eastern hallmarked '18' and marked
'750', ring head approximately measures 1.6 x 1.2 cm, ring size
N½, total weight of item 8.2 grams. £300-500
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72

A JC. Vickery of Regents St yellow metal pen knife with
integral blue and red propelling pencils and the body with ruler
increments(inches). 22.1 grams, 7.6 cm long closed. £200-300

73

A lot consists of a turquoise gate link bracelet, three necklaces
and a padlock. The hollow gate link bracelet comprises
turquoise cabochon highlights on the yellow precious metal
links, fastened with a tongue clasp and secure with safety
chain, marked as '9ct', approximately measuring 20.7 cm long,
6.2 mm wide; an oval belcher chain closing with spring-ring
clasp, stamped as '9K', measuring 59.5 cm long; a Saint
Christopher pendant on a fine trace link chain, stamped as
'9K', chain measuring 39.5 cm long, pendant 7.7 mm in
diametres; a 9ct gold pope pendant on cable chain,
Birmingham hallmarked as 375 with maker's mark 'WHC',
dated 1981, chain measuring 47.5 cm long, pendant 1.8 x 1.6
cm in size; a 9ct gold heart-shaped padlock, London
hallmarked with maker's mark 'ASJ', dated 1989, overall
measuring 8.5 x 4.3 mm. Total weight of items 16.0 grams (5).
£150-250

74

A mixed collection of four flowerhead rings, to include a pink
stone with split pearls ring in yellow metal, one out of four pink
stones is a pink sapphire, hallmark rubbed off, size R; A 9ct
gold and pink stone ring, centred with a white stone, London
hallmarked 375, size S; A 9ct gold and violet sapphire flower
head ring, Birmingham hallmarked 375, size O; A 9ct gold and
green stone ring, British hallmarked 375, size M. Total weight
of items 10.2 grams (4). £200-300

75

A collection of chains and a pendant, to include a figure of
eight link bracelet in yellow metal, closing with lobster clasp,
Italian hallmarked as '375', measuring 19.0 cm long; a belcher
chain with faceted links, fastened with spring-ring clasp, pink
metal unmarked, measuring 42.5 cm long; a pendant with seed
pearls on a 9ct gold curb chain, pendant unmarked, chain
British hallmarked as '375', dated 1995, measuring 40.5 cm
long; a Virgin Mary pendant in yellow metal, unmarked. Total
weight of items 21.1 grams (4). £250-350
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76

A small collection of Kenneth Jay Lane costume jewellery; to
include an ornated necklace with imitation coral cabochons
and CZs on yellow metal, fastened with tongue and groove
clasp, signed 'Kenneth Lane' on oval plaque, measuring 49.0
cm long; A necklace with imitation lapis and coral, alternating
with 'X' motifs embellished with CZs, tongue and groove clasp,
signed 'KJL', measuring 72.0 cm long; A choker length
necklace with red, green and blue glass cabochons, with CZ
accents, tongue and groove clasp, signed 'Kenneth Lane',
measuring 42.0 cm long; A bombé ring with imitation turquoise
and imitation coral with CZ accents, signed 'Kenneth Lane',
ring size P (with resizing guard). Total weight of items 608.1
grams (4). £100-150

77

An amethyst and diamond halo ring, consisting of an oval
mixed-cut amethyst in pinkish-purple colour, approximately
measuring 13.0 x 11.5 mm, claw set on a basket mount,
encompassed with small diamond accents, to a tapered plain
flat shank, yellow metal marked as '14K CAMGOZ', ring size
M, total weight of item 6.5 grams. £150-250

78

A modernist yellow metal and diamond ring, consisting of a
brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.28ct, claw set in
the centre of a geometric and textured surround, with three
further diamond accents, to a flat shank, metal marked with
'CB', ring head measures 2.4 x 2.1 cm, ring size Q, total weight
of item 11.7 grams. £300-500

79

A 9ct gold seven-stone diamond ring, consisting of seven
brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.42ct, claw
set on low profile mounts, to a tapered court shaped shank,
London hallmarked '375' with sponsor's mark 'MJ', ring size L,
total weight of item 2.2 grams. £150-200

80

An 18ct gold Gilbey Jubilee collection ‘Imperial Brooch’
pendant, modelled after The Most Excellent Order of the
British Empire, featuring the effigy of Britannia in the central,
surrounded by twenty pavé set rubies, the cross patonce of the
Order has a baguette sapphire and a marquise sapphire set on
each arm, to a bow motif surmount with a diamond highlight,
with a stylised bail, Edinburgh hallmarked '750' with sponsor's
mark 'NG', dated 1984, in a presentation box, overall
measuring 3.5 x 2.9 cm, total weight of item 5.8 grams. £200300
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81

An 18ct yellow gold oval cage link bracelet, fastened with a
spring-ring clasp, Italian and British hallmarked as '750' with
maker's mark 'UnoAErre', approximately measuring 21.5 cm
long, 7.4 mm wide, total weight of item 7.4 grams. £120-180

82

A lot consists of three pearl necklaces, one comprises eight
strands of Keshi pearls, with tiger eye's beads spaced between
sections, closing with a yellow metal box clasp set with an oval
tiger's eye cabochon, measuring 48.0 cm long, unmarked;
second has a string of 5.4 mm cream coloured round pearls
with pink overtones, attached to a grooved yellow metal clasp,
measuring 45.0 cm, unmarked; third has a string of 5.3 mm
cream coloured round pearls with pink overtones, attached to a
9ct gold clasp, measuring 45.0 cm long, with international
convention marks and maker's mark SJP. Total weight of items
151.5 grams (3). £100-150

83

A group turquoise lot and a chain with pearls; to include a long
turquoise bead necklace with 'Shou' motif spacers in yellow
metal, to a box clasp marked 'MADE IN CHINA' and '14K',
measuring 82.0 cm long; A pair of ear studs with round
turquoise cabochon, marked '14K'; A ring with greenish
turquoise beads, unmarked, size M½; An enhancer with
turquoise beads; A trace chain with pinkish pearls, French
hallmarked '18ct', measuring 38.5 cm long. Total weight of
items 41.4 grams (5). £300-500

84

A precious coral graduated bead necklace and a quantity of
other coral jewellery; including An early 19th-century ring,
comprises five carved coral on an engraved mount with floral
details, inside of shank engraved 'A Token of Esteem from R.M
to R.J 1829', size Q½; A Stanhope cross coral pendant of 'The
Last Supper' on 9ct gold chain; A pair of coral ear studs with
peg and butterfly fittings marked '9ct'; A buckle brooch with
coral beads. Total weight of items 115.5 grams (5). £400-600

85

An emerald-cut diamond halo ring, the central stone has an
estimated weight of 1.36ct, with approximate colour and clarity
of G/H and I1, collet set in a white metal mount, encircled with
eighteen brilliant diamonds, with an estimated total weight of
0.45ct, with bi-coloured reeded shoulders to a tapered Dprofile shank, marked as '750', ring head measuring 12.2 x
10.6 mm, ring size P, total weight of item 7.6 grams. £5,0007,000
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86

A yellow metal bracelet with assorted college fraternity charms,
some of the charms are marked with '10k', attached to an
unmarked curb chain, measures 18.0 cm long with an
extended safety chain, total weight of item 38.2 grams. £350450

87

Two five-stone diamond rings, one consists of five diamonds
star-set on a high profile white metal mount, to a tapered
yellow metal court shank, stamped as '18ct PLAT', ring size L;
another has five diamonds rub over set on high-profile collets,
with engraved shoulders to a thin flat shank, hallmarked as
'18ct&PLAT' with maker's mark, ring size K½. Total weight of
items 4.1 grams (2). £150-250

88

A lariat necklace in yellow precious metal, comprises a tubular
popcorn chain with hollow spherical terminations, with a plain
fold-over clasp, marked as '750', chain measuring 55.5 cm
long, 7.0 mm thick, total weight of item 62.2 grams. £2,0003,000

89

A platinum engraved wedding band, with floral patterns and
millgrain details, Birmingham hallmarked with sponsor's mark
'CG&S', dated 1989, ring size P½, band measuring 4.9 mm
wide, total weight of item 6.4 grams. £250-350

90

A pair of yellow metal cufflinks, the textured oval plaques with
cross-hatched engraving, marked to the links '750'; together
with a pair of yellow metal cufflinks with openwork Oriental
script 'Shou' (longevity) and 'Fu' (prosperity) and a pair of
circular precious white metal cufflinks, with Chinese maker's
mark, circular mother of pearl plaques and central split pearls
(one deficient). Gross weight 12.9 grams (3) £150-250
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91

A diamond engagement ring and an eternity ring in 18ct gold,
the engagement ring features a princess cut diamond in the
centre, claw set on a low profile mount, with six smaller
princess cut diamonds channel set on the shoulders, the
estimated total weight of diamonds 0.45ct, to a court profile
band in white gold, Sheffield hallmarked '750' with maker's
mark 'ER', dated 2008, ring size M; The eternity ring consisting
of an array of small brilliant diamonds channel set on a closedback court band, London hallmarked '750' with maker's mark
'B&N', ring size M. Total weight of items 7.3 grams (2). £400600

92

A sapphire ring, with an oval sapphire in pale blue colour,
approximately measuring 10.5 x 8.0 mm, six claws set on a
yellow metal mount to a tapered D-profile shank, unmarked,
ring size Q½, total weight of items 2.6 grams. £200-300

93

A ruby and diamond bracelet, comprises alternating hinged
sections of marquise links and oblong links, each link is
channel set with square rubies and graduated round
diamonds, fastened with a box clasp with figure of eight safety
catch, yellow precious metal marked as '18K', measuring 18.7
cm long, total weight of item 16.6 grams. £400-600

94

An Art Deco-style platinum tanzanite and diamond ring,
featuring a tapered rectangular step-cut tanzanite,
approximately measuring 10.8 x 6.5 mm, channel set in the
centre, flanked by six descending baguette diamonds with an
estimated total weight of 0.82ct, to a plain flat shank, London
hallmarked '950' with sponsor's mark 'DJE', dated 2018, ring
size M, total weight of item 13.5 grams. £3,000-5,000

95

A platinum diamond solitaire ring and platinum wedding band,
the solitaire ring comprises a round brilliant diamond with an
estimated weight of 0.51ct, approximate colour and clarity J,
SI2, claw set on a low profile platinum mount, to a tapered
shank, British hallmarked '950' with maker's mark 'LBld', ring
size K; A platinum wedding court band is Sheffield hallmarked
'950' with maker's mark 'BBros', ring size K. Total weight of
items 5.0 grams (2). £400-600
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96

A faceted aquamarine bead necklace, comprising a string of
ninety-one aquamarine beads in light blue colour, graduating
approximately from 9.7 to 5.0 mm, wide white metal clasps
marked as '9k', measuring 44.0 cm long, total weight of item
38.2 grams, with a World Gemological Institue report
WGI9624137740. £700-900

97

A bracelet with diamond accents, featuring openwork links with
millgrain details, white metal mounts embellished with
granulate details in the centre, some have been illusion set
with diamonds, fastened with box clasp and figure of eight
safety catch, yellow metal unmarked, measuring 19.2 cm long,
total weight of item 12.0 grams. £200-300

98

An 18ct white gold and diamond solitaire ring, comprises a
brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.43ct,
approximate colour and clarity L/M and I2, claw set on a trellis
mount, to a tapered court shank, Birmingham hallmarked '750'
with sponsor's mark 'BAA', ring size N, total weight of item 3.1
grams. £300-500

99

French Légion d'Honneur medal with a miniature of the
Norwegian Order of St. Olaf and a miniature Denmark order of
Dannebrog, Christian IX, gold and enamel. £150-250

100

A Louis Vuitton Emprise ceramic ring with diamond, comprises
of a black ceramic band, with round studs and a diamond
accent, laser engraved brand name and serial number
'048389' on the interior of the ring band, the studs have been
French hallmarked as platinum with maker's mark, ring size P,
6.2 mm wide, total weight of item 6.1 grams. £200-300
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101

An 18ct gold and diamond heart necklace, consists of
diamonds pavé-set on three connecting heart-shaped mounts,
suspending on a fine cable chain, pendant hallmarked as '750'
and measures 3.0 x 0.9 cm, chain stamped '375' and
measures 40.5 cm long, total weight of item 3.0 grams. £80120

102

Three pairs of opal earrings in yellow gold, consisting of a pair
of oval ear studs, each comprising an oval cabochon of
precious opal with white background, sub-translucent,
displaying 'play-of-colour' optical effect in full-spectrum,
approximately measures 10.1 x 7.7 mm in size, rub over set in
bevelled collet, backed with peg and butterfly fittings, yellow
precious metal marked as '750'; A pair of 18ct gold opal cluster
ear studs, comprises four round precious opal with white
background, one with a vivid colour range of 'play-of-colour',
another mainly showing greens and blues, set together in
quatrefoil motif, backed with peg and butterfly fittings, British
hallmarked '750', dated 1997, measuring 1.2 cm across head;
A pair of 9ct gold drop earrings each comprises a pear-shaped
opal cabochon with subtle 'play-of-colour', approximately
measuring 9.1 x 6.0 mm, with round and baguette CZ
surmount, to peg and butterfly fittings (one deficit), British
hallmarked '375', drop length 2.7 cm. Total weight of items
11.7 grams (3). £300-500

103

An emerald and diamond ring, comprises a deep green
coloured emerald with sub translucent transparency,
approximately measuring 12.0 x 7.0 mm, bar set on a yellow
precious metal mount, flanked by diamond accents in a
chevron pattern on knife-edge shoulders, to a tapered D-profile
shank, marked as '750', ring size O, total weight of item 8.5
grams. £600-800

104

An early 20th-century muff chain, with fancy links and a later
replaced clasp, metal unmarked, overall length 141.0 cm, total
weight of item 27.2 grams. £250-300
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105

Two 9ct gold Figaro link chains, to inclue a Figaro chain with
spring-ring clasp in yellow gold, British import marks '375' with
sponsor's mark 'SJLd', dated 1987, measuring 50.5 cm long; A
fancy Figaro chain with lobster clasp in yellow gold, British
import marks '375', dated 1986, measuring 56.5 cm long. Total
weight of items 30.2 grams (2). £300-500

106

Two 22ct gold wedding bands and a 9ct gold wedding band,
one comprises a plain 2.1 mm wide D-profile band in 22ct
yellow gold, Birmingham hallmarked with sponsor's mark 'H.S',
dated 1935, ring size O; one comprises a plain 2.4 mm wide
flat court band in 22ct yellow gold, Birmingham hallmarked
with sponsor's mark 'J.P&S.Ltd', dated 1930, ring size J½; one
comprises a plain 6.8 mm wide D-profile band in 9ct yellow
gold, Birmingham hallmarked with sponsor's mark 'CJMCo.',
dated 1961, ring size P½. Total weight of items 11.5 grams (3).
£200-300

107

A mixed lot of gold and silver jewellery and some costume
jewellery; to include An 18ct gold synthetic ruby and diamond
halo pendant on chain, British hallmarked '750'; A silver fancy
link necklace; A silver bangle with charm; A silver photo frame;
seven pairs of gem-set earrings, a single earring in boxes.
£100-200

108

An 18ct gold textured wedding ring, with a D-profile band,
London hallmarked with sponsor's mark 'BW&Sn', dated 1964,
ring size Q½, measuring 4.4 mm wide, total weight of item 4.7
grams. £150-250

109

A heavy anchor link chain in yellow metal, fastened with
lobster clasp, marked as '18ct OBLO', measuring 21.0 cm in
length, total weight of item 32.5 grams. £800-1,000
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110

A three-stone diamond ring; the slightly graduated, mixed old
brilliant cut diamonds gypsy set within a tapering band marked
'18ct', and with import marks. Ring size O, 5.95 grams. £120180

111

A small collection of mixed jewellery, consisting of an Essex
crystal stick pin, with reverse intaglio of a bird head, yellow
metal stamped with 'G CLASENS'; A Figaro chain in yellow
metal, measuring 45.0 cm long; A coral pig charm; A dental
crown with push pin fitting. Total weight of items 16.7 grams.
£200-300

112

An emerald dress ring, featuring a deep green coloured
emerald with sub-translucent transparency, approximately
measuring 11.1 x 12.1 mm, bar set on a yellow metal mount,
with trumpeted shoulders to a court profile shank, unmarked,
ring size N, total weight of item 10. grams. £600-800

113

A lot consists of a coral dress ring and a pearl solitaire ring, the
coral ring comprises a cushion-shaped red coral cabochon
approximately measuring 13.2 x 11.2 mm, collet set in a yellow
precious metal mount, with intricately pierced scrollwork details
and foliate shoulders, to a D-profile shank, metal marked as
'750', ring size N; the pearl ring comprises a 6.9 mm white
pearl with pink overtone, set in a bypass yellow precious metal
mount, to a tapered flat shank, metal marked as '585', ring size
P. Total weight of items 10.3 grams (2). £200-300

114

A 9ct gold Albert pocket watch chain, consisting of twisted rope
links connected to a T-bar, with a swivel clasp and tassel
decorations, hallmarked as '9ct', overall measuring 22.2 cm
long, total weight of item 13.7 grams. £150-250
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115

A soft chain ring with ruby and diamonds, ring head comprises
an oval ruby encircled with diamond accents, attached to a
curb link chain in yellow metal, Italian hallmarked as '750', ring
head measures 8.6 x 7.0 mm, ring size O½, total weight of
item 4.7 grams. £200-300

116

A Niessing bi-coloured wedding band with scalloped edge,
consisting of a D section shank, stamped with 585 and a heart
and arrow mark, band 3.4 mm wide, ring size P, total weight of
item 3.4 grams. £150-200

117

A gem-set arabesque pendant, consisting of an emerald-cut
synthetic ruby in the centre, claw set on a lozenge-shaped
openwork mount, with arabesque foliate details, edged with
faceted garnets, to a similarly stylised bail, yellow precious
metal Middle Eastern hallmarked as '18' and stamped as '750',
overall measuring 5.4 x 2.9 cm, total weight of item 10.3
grams. £400-600

118

A brooch of a reproduction artefact from the Pre-Columbian,
depicting an extraterrestrial gold from the last period of the San
Agustín culture, fitted with hinged pin-stem and roll-over safety
clasp, Italian hallmarked as '750', measuring 3.1 cm across,
total weight of item 6.8 grams.
Original artefact currently on display in the Museo del Oro in
Bogota, Colombia. £100-150

119

A sapphire and diamond gypsy ring, featuring a cushionshaped sapphire with an intense and deep blue body colour,
rub-over set on a white metal mount, diamond accents on the
shoulders, to a tapered yellow metal shank, unmarked, ring
size O, total weight of item 12.5 grams. £600-800
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120

An 18ct white gold and cluster diamond pendant on chain, with
four fan-shaped fancy cut diamonds, seamlessly set in a white
gold claw mount, to a twisted curb chain, Sheffield hallmarked
as '750', pendant measuring 6.0 mm across, chain measures
46.4 cm in length, total weight of item 2.7 grams. £500-700

121

A diamond half eternity ring in 18ct gold, consisting of nine
brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 1.26ct,
pavé set on a white gold mount to a flat shank, London
hallmarked as '750' with maker's mark 'AFJ', dated 2016, ring
size P½, total weight of item 6.2 grams. £700-900

122

A broad Bismarck chain in yellow precious metal, with
crustacean-like structured oblong details on each link, fastened
with tongue and groove clasp, Italian hallmarked as '750',
overall measuring 47.5 cm long, 2.3 cm wide, total weight of
item 51.3 grams. £1,000-1,500

123

A single stone diamond ring, the round brilliant cut diamond in
simple raised claw mount; to tapering shoulders and plain 18
carat gold shank. Diamond estimated to be in excess of 0.50
carat, estimated colour H/I. 2.7 grams; Size K. £400-600

124

A lot of five gem-set gold rings, to include a 9ct gold and
diamond cluster ring, London hallmarked '375', size L; An 18ct
gold and sapphire dress ring with diamond accents,
Birmingham hallmarked '750', size L; A 9ct gold and ruby
cluster ring with diamond highlight, Birmingham hallmarked
'375', size N; A 9ct gold nd ruby half hoop ring, with diamond
accents (one deficient), with convention hallmarks '375', size
M½; A 9ct gold garnet cluster ring, London hallmarked '375',
size L. Total weight of items 13.0 grams (5). £150-200
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125

A pair of American bi-coloured cufflinks, each white metal,
engine-turned circular plaque set with a single rose cut
diamond; to an outer yellow metal border and with pierced bar
link connections marked '14k'. 9.6 grams £100-150

126

An 18ct gold and enamel Masonic medal, the Past Master's
jewel was presented to Worshipful Brother Henry J. Keen by
the members of Covent Garden loge No.1614 in 1901,
inscription on the attached plaque indicates it has been reawarded in 1968, British hallmarked as '18c', in a Toye
Kenning & Spencer Ltd sleeve, overall dimension 13.6 x 5.0
cm, total weight of item 51.8 grams. £1,000-1,500

127

A lot consists of two pearl necklaces, one coral bead necklace
and two pairs of pearl earrings; The pearl torsade has creamcoloured pearls, fastened with bow motif box clasp, French
silver hallmark, measures 46.0 cm; Another pearl necklace
with pink and yellow overtones, fastens with spherical clasp,
Kuwaiti hallmarked '750', measures 50.5 cm; A four-strand
pink coral bead necklace, box clasp marked 'sterling',
measures 47.0 cm; A pair of spinning pearl and pink stone
earrings; A pair of pink pearl ear studs. £200-300

128

A bee brooch with emeralds and pearl, abdomen encrusted
with round emeralds, a pearl mounted thorax, textured wings
and legs, fitted with a hinged pin stem and roll-over safety
catch, French hallmarked with eagle head (indicates 18ct),
overall measures 2.3 x 1.9 cm, total weight of item 3.7 grams.
£200-300

129

A collection of miscellaneous jewellery in yellow metal, to
include a pair of 9ct gold engraved cufflinks, Birmingham
hallmarked '375'; A flat square cable link bracelet, Middle
Eastern hallmarked as '18ct', measures 18.5 cm long; Four
articulated fish pendants with turquoise highlights, Middle
Eastern hallmarked as '18ct'; A round pendant with Greek
inscriptions 'JUNE 1917-1967', unmarked; A large safety pin,
unmarked; Some Indian spacer beads; A cylinder case,
unmarked. Total weight of items 75.0 grams (7). £700-1,000
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130

A synthetic blue spinel bar link bracelet, comprises nine oval
synthetic blue spinel cabochons, approximately measuring 4.8
x 3.7 mm, collet set in an open-back yellow precious metal
mount, flanked by hinged bar links, fastened with tongue and
groove clasp with figure of eight safety catch, metal marked as
'18K', overall measuring 19.5 cm long, total weight of item 21.8
grams. £400-600

131

A diamond and sapphire pendant on chain, comprising a
geometrical motif with two interlocking triangles in bi-coloured
metal, with sapphires and diamonds set on the edges, to a
diamond bail with an estimated weight of 0.27ct, suspending
on a fine curb chain, marked as '18ct', chain measuring 39.5
cm long, pendant overall measures 3.3 x 2.0 cm, total weight
of item 8.6 grams. £550-750

132

A multi-coloured amber bead necklace, strung with rectangular
beads of various translucencies, connecting with a discrete
screw clasp, approximately measuring 47.5 cm, total weight of
item 62.2 grams. £100-200

133

A sapphire entourage ring, consisting of an oval brilliant-cut
sapphire with vivid and intense blue body colour,
approximately measuring 8.4 x 6.7mm, claw set on an 18ct
white gold mount, encircled with white round diamonds with an
estimated total weight of 0.26ct pavé-set on a surround,
shoulders are further pavé-set with graduated diamonds, to a
tapered plain flat shank, London hallmarked as 750, dated
2012, ring size R, total weight of item 4.2 grams. £5,000-7,000

134

Cartier - Tri-coloured tubogas band ring, with domed 'Fil' band
with three colour gold ribbed perpendicular motif, French
hallmarked with owl and '75' (indicates 18ct gold import goods)
on the outer shank, signed by Cartier, numbered '598881', ring
size N½, band measuring 8.1 mm wide, total weight of item
11.5 grams.

Together with Cartier insurance replacement valuation for the
bracelet, stating replacement value as £1,400, dated
February 1999. £1,000-1,500
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135

A large collection of costume jewellery clip-on earrings
including examples by Kenneth Jay Lane, Bijoux Elfe and
other items of costume jewellery. £100-150

136

A sapphire and diamond gypsy ring, consisting of a brilliant
diamond flush set in the middle flanked by two pear-shaped
sapphires, to a tapered D-profile shank in yellow precious
metal, stamped as '750', ring size M, total weight of item 4.4
grams. £200-300

137

A smoky quartz brooch, the large faceted oval stone in a
textured scrolling, foliate mount, marked '14k'; together with
smoky quartz pendant, a signet ring (lacking centre stone and
unmarked) a pair of 9 carat gold handcuff, ball and chain
cufflinks; some yellow metal wire and a single Victorian gold,
coral and diamond shirt stud. Gross weight weighable 16
grams £200-300

138

A fancy link chain in yellow precious metal, comprises
adjoining modified curb links to a lobster clasp, stamped as
'750', measuring 21.0 cm long, total weight of item 14.2 grams.
£300-500

139

An 18ct white gold tanzanite and diamond dress ring, featuring
an oval fancy cut tanzanite with an intense purplish-blue body
colour, approximately measuring 9.0 x 6.8 mm in size, claw set
on a white gold mount, with two rows of channel-set diamonds
on shoulders, to a tapered flat plain shank, Birmingham
hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'R&C', ring size N½, total
weight of item 3.1 grams. £400-600
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140

A collection of mixed beaded necklaces and earrings including
a pair of Christian Dior gold plated clip-on earrings, a pair of
enamelled flowerhead earrings and three other pairs of
earrings. £100-150

141

A tanzanite and diamond halo necklace, featuring an oval
fancy cut tanzanite with intense purplish blue body colour,
approximately measuring 15.0 x 12.0 mm, encompassed with
fourteen round brilliant diamonds with an estimated total
weight of 2.24ct, set on a scalloped 18ct white gold mount,
suspending from a surmount with three brilliant diamonds of
0.30ct in total, to a chain of hinged bar links, fastened with box
clasp and figure of eight safety catch, designed by Monford
Diamonds, Sheffield hallmarked '750', dated 2004, necklace
41.0 cm long, overall measurements for pendant along with
surmount 2.9 x 2.0 cm, total weight of item 21.7 grams. £7,000
-9,000

142

A pair of sapphire halo earrings, each consisting of an oval
sapphire with intense blue body colour, approximately
measuring 6.9 x 5.1 mm, claw set to an 18ct white gold mount,
encompassed with twelve round brilliant diamonds, of an
estimated total weight 0.24ct, to a peg and butterfly fittings,
Birmingham hallmarked as '750' with maker's mark 'XM', total
weight of items 3.0 grams. £1,000-1,500

143

A four-stone diamond bypass ring in 18ct gold, consisting of
four brilliant diamonds in graduated sizes with an estimated
total weight of 0.24ct, claw set on a white gold mount, to a
tapered yellow gold court shank, Birmingham hallmarked as
'18', dated 1963, ring size K½, total weight of item 2.4 grams.
£150-200

144

Three 9ct gold necklaces and two 9ct gold bracelets, to include
a twisted rope link with spring-ring clasp in pink gold, British
hallmarked as '375', measuring 62.0 cm long, 4.8 mm thick; A
twisted rope link with spring-ring clasp in yellow gold, British
hallmarked as '375', measuring 42.0 cm long, 3.0 mm thick; A
Byzantine chain with box clasp and figure of eight safety catch
in yellow gold, British hallmarked as '375', measuring 54.0 cm
long, 2.9 mm thick; A Byzantine chain with spring-ring clasp in
yellow gold, British hallmarked as '375', measuring 19.3 cm
long, 3.7 mm thick; A Byzantine chain with lobster clasp in
yellow gold, British hallmarked as '375', measuring 19.0 cm
long, 1.9 mm thick. Total weight of items 64.2 grams (5). £700900
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145

A flat curb link bracelet, with a figure of eight clasp, marked as
'750', measuring 21.5 cm in length, total weight of item 32.7
grams. £850-950

146

A sapphire and diamond pendant, consisting of an oval
sapphire with deep blue body colour and modified brilliant-cut,
approximately measuring 9.9 x 7.8 mm, claw set to a white
metal mount pavé set with round brilliant diamonds, with an
open-back surround with scrollwork details, attached to an
articulated diamond-set bail, unmarked, pendant measures 2.7
x 1.2 cm, total weight of item 3.1 grams. £1,500-2,000

147

A white metal turquoise set pendant together with two Middle
Eastern cuff bangles, another cuff bangle, a pair of earrings, a
white metal pendant on chain, marked 925 and a white trinket.
£100-150

148

A pair of tension bangles and a Poh Heng bracelet in yellow
precious metal, where the pair of bangles both have textured
bright cut and twisted rope details, hallmarked as '916'
(indicates 22ct) with maker's mark, inner circumference
measures 16.0 cm; the Peranakan bracelet has textured heartshaped links, fastened with a fold-over clasp, with tassels
decorations, Singaporean hallmarked with maker's mark 'Poh
Heng', measuring 16.0 cm long. Total weight of items 42.2
grams (3). £1,500-2,000

149

An emerald and diamond cluster ring, featuring an emerald
with an intense green colour collet set in a yellow precious
metal mount, encircled with twelve brilliant diamonds with an
estimated total weight of 0.36ct, to a tapered flat shank,
marked as '18K', ring head measuring 11.2 x 10.0 mm, ring
size N½, total weight of item 4.8 grams. £300-400
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150

A blank dog tag in bi-coloured precious metal, with brush
finished blank plaque, bordered with hex nuts and bolts details,
attached to a plain bail, Italian hallmarked '750', overall
dimensions 5.0 x 2.2 cm, total weight of item 12.3 grams. £300
-500

151

A lot consists of a Chinese carved pendant on chain, a gilt
metal brooch and some loose beads; The bowenite serpentine
pendant has been carved with the Chinese characters 'Tong
Xin' (means tying the knot) in the centre, a pair of Chinese
phoenixes on the sides (signifies a married couple), a bat at
the bottom (means prosperity), to a 46.0 cm yellow metal cable
chain, pendant overall measures 5.6 x 5.0 cm; a gilt metal
brooch with an oval rose-cut paste, fitted with hinged pin stem
and C-catch, measures 7.0 x 4.4 cm; A group of round metal
beads, five of them have loop bail instead of drill holes,
decorated with foliate details. Total weight of items 87.6 grams
(3). £200-300

152

A 9ct gold trinity ring and an anchor link chain, to include a
trinity ring with interlocking loops in different coloured gold,
London hallmarked '375', dated 1997, size O, each band
measures 2.8 mm in width, and 6.4 mm when joining together;
An anchor link chain in yellow precious metal (broken in half),
Italian hallmarked as '750', measuring 58.0 cm long. Total
weight of items 15.4 grams (2). £150-250

153

A 9ct three-tone gold brick link bracelet, edged with snake
links, fastened with a tongue and groove clasp and a figure of
eight safety catch, with London import mark '375' and
sponsor's mark 'RGS', dated 1978, approximately measuring
18.5 cm long, 1.2 cm wide, total weight of item 26.8 grams.
£250-350

154

A three-stranded flat link chain in yellow precious metal, with
an etched finish on one side, in contrast to the mirror finished
arrow details, fastened with a box clasp and figure of eight
safety catch, Italian hallmarked as '750', overall measuring
43.0 cm, total weight of item 25.9 grams. £500-600
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155

A lariat necklace in yellow precious metal, comprises a woven
chain with textured spherical terminations, with a tilde shaped
clip clasp in florentine finish, marked as '18ct', chain measuring
75.0 cm long, total weight of item 73.8 grams. £1,500-2,500

156

A multi gem-set rivière necklace in gilt metal, comprises a
variety of oval mixed-cut gemstones such as amethysts,
citrines, spinels, peridots, garnet and smokey quartz, claw set
individually on connected mounts, attached to a curb chain and
closed with S-hook clasp, metal unmarked, necklace
measuring 45.0 cm long, total weight of item 46.0 grams. £100
-150

157

A mixed lot of costume jewellery including a Valentino belt with
buckle clasp, various pieces by Kenneth Jay Lane, and an
Ungaro brooch £100-150

158

Three diamond trilogy rings and a diamond solitaire ring, to
include a three-stone diamond ring with an old-European cut
diamond flanked by two single-cut diamonds, illusion set on a
coronet mount in platinum, with millgrained shoulders to a
yellow gold shank, hallmarked as '18ct & PT', size Q; Another
one with three old-cut diamonds claw set on platinum bypass
mount, to a yellow gold shank, hallmarked as '18ct & PT', size
Q; A three-stone diamond ring with a single-cut diamond and
two rose-cut diamonds, star set on a high profile mount in
white metal, to a tapered yellow metal shank, unmarked, size
S; A diamond solitaire ring with a old-cut diamond collet claw
set on platinum mount, with rose-cut diamond accents on
shoulders, to a yellow gold shank, hallmarked as '18ct & PT',
size O. Total weight of items 9.8 grams (4). £300-500

159

An 18ct gold and platinum diamond and ruby cluster ring,
comprises an oval ruby in the centre, encircled with brilliant
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.36ct, claw set on
a platinum coronet mount and a yellow gold gallery, to a
tapered court profile shank, hallmarked as '18ct PLAT', ring
head measuring 10.9 x 9.7 mm, ring size L, total weight of item
2.5 grams. £200-300
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160

Five necklaces comprising a multi-strand blue glass bead
necklace, a similar green example, a multi-strand necklace
with simulated carved turquoise coloured pendant, a long
string of cultured pearls and a short simulated pearl necklace.
£100-150

161

A fancy link bracelet in yellow precious metal, consists of
hollow textured adjoining links, fastened with a spring-ring
clasp, Italian hallmarked as '750', approximately measuring
19.5 cm long, total weight of item 14.1 grams. £300-500

162

An 18ct gold solitaire diamond ring, comprises a brilliant
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.271ct, illusion set on a
high profile white gold mount, to a tapered court shank,
Birmingham hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'PS&Co', ring
size K, total weight of item 2.5 grams. £150-200

163

A sapphire and diamond three stone half hoop ring; the central
pear-shaped sapphire in simple claw mounts with two single
stone round brilliant cut diamonds to each side, plain polished
shank; sapphire estimated to be approximately 1.85 carats and
total diamond weight estimated to be 0.28 carat. Size K, 2.9
grams £800-1,200

164

A gate link bracelet in yellow metal, with a fold-over clasp and
safety chain, metal unmarked, measuring 18.0 cm long, total
weight of item 11.4 grams. £150-250
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165

Chanel costume jewellery earrings and a cuff bracelet, both
from collection number 25 by Victoire de Castellane, the pair of
earrings each features a large round imitation pearl cabochon,
in a yellow metal chrysanthemum mount, fitted with clip-on
back, signed with Chanel oval plaque (1986-1989), measuring
3.8 cm across, weighs 57.3 grams in a pair, cased in Chanel
box; The hinged cuff bracelet has imitation pearls set in a goldplated material, with rope details on the edges, closed with two
figure of eight catches, signed with Chanel oval plaque,
measuring 6.0 cm across, 4.3 cm wide, weighs 181.5 grams, in
Chanel box, . £150-250

166

A pair of diamond clip-on earrings, each fully pavé set with
brilliant diamonds, on a clam motif mount in yellow precious
metal, backed with clip-on fittings, marked as '750', overall
measuring 17.0 x 13.3 mm, total weight of item 9.6 grams.
£300-400

167

A long fancy chain with glass pendant and fob seal, including a
chain of fancy bar links in yellow metal, suspending an oval
glass pendant in a ring mount with fluted details, and a
monogrammed hardstone fob charm with ropework details, all
items unmarked, chain measuring 140.0 cm long, glass
pendant 4.8 x 3.3 cm, fob seal 1.8 x 1.2 cm, total weight of
items 28.8 grams. £200-300

168

A diamond buckle brooch, with four sections fully pavé set with
brilliant diamonds, to an oval ring mount, backed with hinged
pin stem and a trombone clasp, bi-coloured precious metal
marked as '18k 750', overall measures 2.5 x 2.2 cm, total
weight of item 8.2 grams. £400-600

169

A lariat necklace in yellow precious metal, comprises a tubular
mesh chain with tassel terminations, with a bow motif fold-over
clasp, marked as '750 Swiss made', with French owl hallmarks
'75' (indicates 18ct gold import goods), chain measuring 62.5
cm long, 4.2 mm thick, total weight of item 37.3 grams. £1,7002,000
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170

A diamond half eternity ring, consisting of nine graduated
brilliant diamonds, with an estimated total weight of 0.86ct,
channel set in a white metal mount, to a flat shank, marked
'14k BEN', ring size N½, total weight of item 4.4 grams. £400600

171

A star sapphire ring, comprises an oval star sapphire cabochon
in pale purple colour, approximately measuring 10.7 x 8.6 mm,
claw set on a yellow metal mount with intricate scrollwork
under gallery, bifurcated shoulders to D-profile shank, marked
as 'K18', size K, total weight of item 5.1 grams. £500-700

172

A contemporary white metal and cold enamel insect brooch/
pendant in the form of a "Lady Bird" with marcasite and blue
stone decoration. 3 cm long x 3 cm wide. £50-80

173

A platinum and diamond entourage ring, featuring an emerald
cut diamond in the centre with an approximately weight of
0.77ct, estimated colour and clarity J/K and SI2, claw set in a
mount encompassed with fourteen brilliant diamonds, and
further fifty-eight smaller diamonds pavé set with on shoulders,
with an estimated total weight of 1.43ct, to a tapered flat
shank, British hallmarked '950' with maker's mark 'HM', ring
size N, total weight of item 8.9 grams. £2,500-3,500

174

A tourmaline and opal dress ring, comprises a green ovalshaped mixed-cut tourmaline at the centre, approximately
measures 6.4 x 4.6 mm, flanked with two round precious opal
slices and two round mixed-cut tourmalines, claw set on a 9ct
yellow gold mount with scrollwork details, to a tapered Dsection shank, London hallmarked 375, dated 1972, with
maker's mark G&T.J, ring size Q, total weight of item 3.8
grams. £100-150
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175

A lot consisting of a gate bracelet, a St Christopher pendant, a
ring and four watches. The Gate bracelet is yellow metal
stamped 375, measuring 13mm wide with a heart padlock
stamped 375 (7.6 grams), the St Christopher pendant is yellow
metal stamped 375, measures 30mm across with a large top
loop (4.8 grams), the ring is yellow metal stamped 10k with a
floral engraving and measures 6.8mm wide (4.1 grams).
Fourthly A Lady's Omega with a hand-wound movement, in a
white metal case stamped 14k measuring 14mm wide with
mesh bracelet.
The fifth item is a Bulova Lady's quartz movement wristwatch
on plated metal with a case measuring 20mm wide.
The sixth is a Seiko quartz lady's wristwatch on base metal.
Finally an Avia lady's wristwatch on gilt base metal with a
hand-wound movement. £200-300

176

An Etruscan style amphora pendant with lapis lazuli, featuring
a teardrop-shaped lapis lazuli set to a yellow metal mount
resembling the neck and handles of an amphora, with
wirework and granulation details, connected to an articulated
surmount and bail, hallmarks unreadable, overall measuring
9.4 x 2.8 cm, total weight of item 22.8 grams. £100-150

177

A 9ct gold bracelet and two 22ct gold plain wedding bands, to
include a bi-coloured gold chain with hinged square knot motif
links, fastened with tongue and groove clasp together with a
figure of eight safety catch, British import marks '375',
measuring 19.2 cm long; ca 22ct gold D-profile band, London
hallmarked with sponsor's mark 'L.W&G', dated 1908, ring size
O, band measuring 2.9 mm wide; a thinner 22ct gold band,
London hallmarked, dated 1950, ring size Q½, band 1.5 mm
wide. Total weight of items 12.0 grams (3). £150-200

178

A wide fancy link bracelet, with textured oval interlocking links
in yellow precious metal, fastened with a discrete tongue and
groove clasp, secured with a figure of eight safety catch, Italian
hallmarked as '750', approximately measuring 18.7 cm long,
16.5 mm wide, total weight of item 27.0 grams. £500-700

179

A sapphire gypsy ring, featuring a high dome sapphire
cabochon with dark blue body colour, approximately
measuring 10.0 x 8.0 mm, set in a ribbed yellow precious
metal mount, to a wide shank of 4.2 mm, metal unmarked, ring
size O½, total weight of item 13.5 grams. £300-500
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180

A citrine and amethyst bug brooch and a pair of diamonds set
drop earrings, with fleur-de-lis motifs to screw-back fittings,
marked '9c'. Total weight of items 7.0 grams. £100-200

181

Three solid closed bangles in yellow metal, each has a plain Dprofile band, metal marked '750 UBLO', inner circumference
approximately measuring 19.3 cm long, width of band 4.8 mm
thick, total weight of items 66.1 grams (3). £1,400-1,800

182

A Near Eastern ring with three garnet intaglios, thought to be
Sasanian / Parthian, composes of a tear-shaped dark red
garnet cabochon in the centre, depicting a bearded figure a
bird and a horse, flanked by two oval garnet cabochon on the
shoulders, carved with a bull and a winged bull respectively
along with Pahlavi inscriptions, with ropework details around
the collets, to a tapered hollow high carat gold shank,
unmarked, comes with seal impression, ring size Q, ring head
approximately 1.7 x 1.6 cm, total weight of item 7.6 grams.
£300-400

183

A lot consisting of two rings and a filigree case; A floral design
band ring, stamped '585', ring size L½; A gent's signet ring,
with pink stone set in the centre of the ring head with black
enamel sections, unmarked, ring size P; A filigree cylindrical
case in gilt metal, unmarked, measuring 3.9 x 1.6 cm. Total
weight of items 18.1 grams (3). £200-300

184

A princess cut diamond cluster ring, in halo mount; the four
stone cluster in raised claw mount above a border of round
brilliant and baguette cut diamonds; above bifurcated diamond
set shoulders, to an 18 carat gold shank. Ring size L; together
with a shaped, half hoop diamond set wedding band en suite.
Gross weight 7.91 grams £800-1,200
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185

A 9ct yellow gold hollow hinged bangle with safety chain, one
side is engraved with scrolling filigree design, 'Vera, with love,
Xmas 1961' engraved in the inner band, Chester hallmarked
375 year L, stamped 'Bravington London', width of bangle
18.8mm, total weight of item 25.2 grams. £250-350

186

Norman Grant; An enamel pendant and an open band ring;
The pendant has a flower spray motif enamelled with a light
blue and vibrant green colours, attached to a Figaro link chain,
Edinburgh hallmarked with maker's mark 'NG', chain marked
as 'sterling', measures 45.5 cm long; The open band ring has
floral motifs enamelled with a bluish-green colour, Scottish
hallmarks and maker's mark 'NG', smallest ring size K. Total
weight of items 16.7 grams. £100-150

187

An opal triplet ring, comprises an oval precious opal triplet with
dark body colour, with abundant play-of-colour effect in mosaic
pattern, approximately measuring 12.6 x 10.7 mm, collet set on
a yellow metal mount with engravings on the shoulders, to a Dprofile shank, marked as '585', ring size O, total weight of item
9.7 grams. £150-250

188

A Midas flat bismark link necklace, comprises a pink-toned
precious metal chain, fastened with lobster clasp, with
marker's mark 'Midas' and '585', approximately measuring 51.0
cm long, 4.4 mm wide, total weight of item 10.0 grams. £150200

189

A heavy anchor link chain in yellow metal, fastened with
lobster clasp, marked as '750', measuring 56.5 cm in length,
total weight of item 95.6 grams. £3,000-4,000
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190

Vera Wang - An 18ct gold diamond engagement ring, from the
Vera Wang Love Collection, features a princess cut diamond
at the centre, claw set on a high profile cathedral mount,
encompassed by a two-tiered square surround pavé-set with
smaller accent diamonds, to twisting split shoulders lined with
accent diamonds, estimated total diamond weight 1.179ct, two
further sapphires set in the under gallery, to a tapered flat
shank, London hallmarked '750', signed 'Love Vera', ring size
M, total weight of item 4.8 grams. £1,700-2,200

191

Three Indian tribal necklaces with other mixed jewellery;
including examples of a gem-set hinged bangle; an 'Allah'
enamel charm; a plaque pin with Arabic script; a cornucopia
silver pendant; a heart necklace with double-headed eagle
motifs; an aventurine ring and some brooches. £300-500

192

A quantity of mixed jewellery and items; including examples of
two 22ct gold rings; two 9ct gold rings; A silver cigarette case
with lime green guilloche enamel; A box of silver crown coins
and world currency; A box of amber beads with two amber
necklaces (one broken). £200-300

193

A LALAoUNIS ring with emerald and ruby, consisting of a
round emerald cabochon in the centre, flanked by two ruby
cabochons, collet set in yellow precious metal mounts, to a
wide band with ropework and granulation details, Stamped
with maker's mark and 'GREECE 750', ring size N½, ring band
measures 7.0 mm thick, total weight of item 9.9 grams. £400600

194

A star sapphire and cubic zirconia gypsy ring, consisting of a
pale blue star sapphire approximately measuring 11.5 x 10.0
mm, rub over set in a yellow precious metal mount, flanked by
two round CZs bead-set on the shoulders, to a tapered shank,
metal marked as '18K', ring size P, band measures 0.6 cm
wide, total weight of item 16.9 grams. £700-1,000
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195

A pair of diamond and sapphire 9ct gold drop earrings, each
comprising three round white diamonds and a pear-shaped
sapphire with deep dark blue body colour, rub over set in
articulated 9ct white gold mounts, backed with peg and
butterfly fittings, Birmingham hallmarked '375' with sponsor's
mark 'SG', drop length measuring 1.7 cm, total weight of items
2.2 grams. £200-300

196

A lot consisting of miscellaneous jewellery items, two domed
Turkman style scarf rings in yellow metal with adjustable
bands; an Aventurine quartz beaded necklace with base metal
clasp, approximately measuring 60 cm in length; a pheasant
brooch bead-set with rose-cut red stones, with pin stem and
catch also with a safety chain; a quartz pendant where an oval
faceted rock crystal collet set in a sterling silver scalloped
surround, measuring 4.8 x 2.9 cm in dimensions. Total weight
of items 80.4 grams. £100-200

197

Two bracelets in yellow precious metal, one has a fine curb
chain attaching a curved ID tag, fastened with a spring-ring
clasp, Italian hallmarked as '750', stamped with maker's mark
'Balestra', measuring 14.5 cm long; another has a Figaro
chain, with a blank parchment scroll charm, connected with a
lobster clasp, Italian hallmarked as '750', measuring 18.5 cm
long, charm dimensions 1.6 x 1.3 cm, total weight of items 7.8
grams (2). £150-200

198

A lot with a David Andersen silver enamel necklace, a pair of
similar earrings, and a pair of George Tarratt abstract earrings.
The Norwegian mid-century modernist necklace, designed by
Willy Winnaess for silversmith David Andersen, features yellow
enamelled leaf motifs on a yellow metal, connected to a cable
chain and spring-ring clasp, stamped as 'STERLING 925S'
with maker's mark 'DA' and 'W', approximately measuring 42.5
cm long; a pair of ear clips in similar design, also by David
Andersen, featuring light blue enamelled leaf motifs on yellow
metal, backed with clip-on fittings, stamped as 'STERLING
925S' with maker's mark 'DA', head measuring 3.1 x 1.1 cm; a
pair of George Tarratt 9ct yellow gold abstract earrings,
backed with screw-back fittings, with maker's mark
Birmingham hallmarked with maker's mark 'G.T.Ltd', dated
1964, head measuring 2.6 x 0.8 cm. Total weight of items 26.4
grams (3). £200-300
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199

An aquamarine and diamond pendant, with an oval rose cut
aquamarine collet set in a scalloped surround, with rose cut
diamond accents, to a plain bail, white metal marked as '925',
overall measuring 4.8 x 2.7 cm (including bail), total weight of
item 7.9 grams. £150-200

200

A diamond solitaire ring, comprises a brilliant diamond with an
estimated weight of 0.46ct, approximate colour and clarity H/I
and SI1, illusion set on a high profile white metal mount, to a
tapered flat shank, French dog and eagle hallmarks (indicates
850 platinum and 750 gold), ring size J, total weight of item 3.3
grams. £150-200

201

A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the cushion mixed cut
sapphire with pale cornflower blue body colour, 3.30ct,
surrounded by eight old mine cut diamonds, 0.80ct, K-L,
SI1/SI2 set in yellow precious metal with a black enamel
border, Italian hallmarked as '750', approximately 20mm x
250mm, ring size N½, 10.25grams, with a World Gemological
Institute report WGI9624135650. £1,400-1,600

202

Three diamond rings in yellow gold, one consisting of a round
brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.25ct, claw set
on a mount with diamond accents, to a tapered flat shank,
Birmingham hallmarked as 18ct, ring size I; second consists of
a brilliant diamond with an estimated weight of 0.28ct, claw set
on a low profile mount, to a tapered shank, London hallmarked
as 9ct, ring size K½, the last consists of diamonds on a bypass
setting, with an estimated weight of 0.33ct, London hallmarked
as 9ct, ring isze L½. Total weight of items 7.9 grams (3). £200300

203

A diamond eternity ring, comprises fourteen round brilliant
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 3.5ct, bar set on
yellow precious metal mount, French hallmarked with eagle
head (indicates '750'), ring size N½, total weight of item 6.5
grams. £800-1,200
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204

A mixed lot of various rings, six of them set with amethyst
cabochons, and a set of silver floral button en suite; An oval
amethyst cabochon collet set to flat shank, marked '925', size
O½; An oval amethyst cabochon claw set to flat shank, marked
'950', size N½; An oval amethyst cabochon claw set to flat
shank, marked '950', size N; An oval amethyst cabochon claw
set flanked by baguette stones on shoulders, marked 'sterling',
size I½; A round amethyst high dome cabochon tube set to flat
shank, unmarked, size P½; Turkoman style round amethyst
cabochon gypsy ring, unmarked, size P; A silver cherub ring,
British hallmarked dated 1967, size T; Triangle blue hardstone
set on white metal, size L½. A silver round morning glory
button, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's mark 'R&W',
dated 1901; A pair of clip-on earrings with same style, 2.5 cm
across; A ring mounted with same silver button, size N½. Total
weight of items 117.1 grams (11). £150-250

205

A red leather jewellery box containing a gilt metal watch chain,
a gold plated twisted rope necklace together with various items
of Victorian, Middle Eastern and 20th century jewellery. £200300

206

A synthetic orange sapphire ring, with an emerald-cut synthetic
sapphire in reddish-orange colour, double claw set on a yellow
metal mount, floral details on gallery and shoulders, to a Dprofile shank, marked '14k', ring size O, total weight of item 4.8
grams. £200-300

207

A 9ct bi-coloured gold fringe necklace, featuring an array of
articulated and textured fringes in graduated sizes, fastened
with lobster clasp, with convention hallmarks '375',
approximately measuring 41.5 cm long, total weight of item
15.0 grams. £150-250
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208

A lot consists of a 9ct gold cross necklace and two chains, the
necklace has an UnoAErre yellow gold INRI Jesus crucifixion
cross pendant, Sheffield hallmarked '375' to a 9ct yellow gold
curb chain fastened with a spring-ring clasp, with London
import hallmarks '375', dated 1997, pendant measuring 4.0 x
2.1 cm, chain measuring 40.5 cm; a 9ct gold twisted flat curb
chain with a spring-ring clasp, with import hallmarks,
measuring 54.5 cm; a Victorian fancy link chain in yellow
metal, with worn off hallmarks, measuring 45.0 cm. Total
weight of items 19.6 grams (3). £200-300

209

A Belle Époque style diamond pendant on chain, featuring an
oval pendant with foliate and ribbon motifs, pavé set with
diamonds and millgrain details on the edges, to an articulated
bail, connected to three rows of trace link chain with a lobster
clasp, marked '750', chain measuring 41.0 cm long, pendant
measuring 5.0 x 2.5 cm, total weight of item 11.6 grams. £600800

210

A 9ct gold ingot pendant, displaying feature marks, London
hallmarked '375' with sponsor's mark 'KMJ', dated 1977,
overall measuring 5.3 x 1.6 cm (including bail), total weight of
item 31.5 grams. £300-500

211

An Indian gem-set brooch, featuring a foil-backed quartz in the
centre with a polished surface, flanked by two beryls, collet set
in a yellow metal mount on a plaque with engraved foliate and
ropework details, further foliate engravings on the reverse,
fitted with hinged pin stem and a C-catch, unmarked, overall
measures 8.2 x 3.7 cm, total weight of item 59.8 grams. £200300

212

A 22ct yellow gold wedding ring, with geometric pattern carved
throughout the band, engraved '1974' inside the shank, London
hallmarked as '916' with maker's mark 'S&W', dated 1977, ring
size M, band measuring 5.0 mm wide, total weight of item 4.2
grams. £150-250
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213

A modernist sapphire and diamond ring, comprises seven
faceted sapphires pavé set in the geometrical mount in yellow
metal, along with seven diamond accents, to a flat shank,
stamped as '18ct', ring size F, total weight of item 17.4 grams.
£300-500

214

A sapphire cocktail ring, featuring an oval fancy cut sapphire
with bright cornflower blue body colour, approximately
measuring 10.1 x 8.3 mm, tube set in a high profile yellow
precious metal mount, to a tapered D-section plain shank,
metal unmarked, ring size O½, shank 4.1 mm wide, total
weight of item 16.9 grams. £1,000-1,500

215

A small collection of silver items, to include an expandable
bangle, a teddy bear bracelet, a baby's rattle and a dog
figurine. The expandable bangle has engraved with Roman
numerals '1999-2000' around the band, white metal unmarked;
The other bracelet comprises an articulated teddy bear charm,
on a double popcorn chain with CZ embellishments, stamped
925, measuring 17.5 cm long; A silver baby rattle with mother
of pearl teether stick, Sheffield hallmarked with sponsor's mark
'RC', dated 2009, measuring 10.3 cm long; A silver golden
retriever figurine, London hallmarked, dated 1998, measuring
5.5 cm long. Total weight of items 86.0 grams (4). £150-250

216

A five-stone Edwardian-style diamond dress ring, comprising
one oval and four round old-mine cut diamonds on a coronet
setting, with an estimated total diamond weight of 1.93ct, to a
tapered 18ct white gold shank, Birmingham hallmarked '750'
with sponsor's mark 'HJJ', ring size N½, total weight of item 6.0
grams. £2,000-3,000

217

A diamond cluster ring, featuring a central round brilliant
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.84ct, approximate
colour and clarity I/J and I1, encircled with two tiers, twentyfour smaller brilliant diamonds, claw set on a white precious
metal mount, to a tapered plain flat shank, marked as '18ct',
total estimated diamond weight 3ct, ring head measures 15.6
mm across, ring size N, total weight of item 6.3 grams.

Together with insurance valuation for the ring, stating value as
£2,500, dated December 1977. £2,000-3,000
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218

A yellow precious metal closed bangle, with a solid D-profile
band, marked as '18ct OBLO', inner circumference
approximately measures 20.0 cm, total weight of item 41.9
grams. £1,200-1,500

219

A mixed lot consisting of a cameo brooch, hologram necklace
and two bracelets, the cameo brooch comprises an oval
helmet shell cameo measuring 2.5 x 1.9 cm, carved with a side
profile of a lady, set on a 9ct gold mount, fitted with tube
hinged pin and catch, Birmingham hallmarked, dated 1970; a
hologram pendant depicting a rose, to a 61.5 cm long box
chain; a bangle with reverse D-profile, marked with 'HG&S
9Ct', inner diameter measuring 6.8 cm, 4.2 mm wide; a hollow
hinged bangle, marked '9kt Italy', inner diameters measuring
6.3 cm, 3.6 mm wide. Total weight of items 34.6 grams (4).
£100-150

220

An 18ct white gold diamond solitaire ring, comprises a brilliant
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.38ct, claw set on a low
profile mount, with diamond accents on shoulders as well as
the gallery, to a tapered court profile shank, London
hallmarked as '750', ring size J½, total weight of item 3.4
grams. £300-500

221

An enamelled abstract brooch, comprises an organically
formed cast mount in yellow precious metal, with blue and
white enamel highlights, backed with hinged pin stem and
safety catch fittings, stamped as '18ct', overall measuring 4.9 x
3.3 cm, total weight of item 20.0 grams. £300-500

222

A pair of Krugerrand coin cufflinks, each comprises of a South
African Krugerrand coin framed in a yellow metal mount with
geometric details, backed with hinged bar terminals, fitted in
case, metal marked as '9ct', overall measuring 1.8 cm across,
total weight of items 16 grams. £300-500
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223

A lot consists of two diamond pendants and a chain, one
comprises three graduated round diamonds with an estimated
total weight of 0.21ct, bar set on a 9ct white gold mount, on a
fine box chain, Birmingham hallmarked '375', chain measuring
46.0 cm long, pendant overall measuring 1.5 x 0.3 cm; another
includes a diamond cluster with an estimated total weight of
0.14ct, claw set on a 9ct white gold flower head mount, to a
bail, Birmingham hallmarked as '375', overall measurements
1.4 x 0.6 cm; One sparkle glitter chain measuring 39.5 cm,
stamped as '750'. Total weight of items 6.7 grams (3). £300500

224

A Cartier trinity bracelet, featuring three interlocking bands in
18ct yellow, pink and white gold, Swiss hallmarked with
Helvetia head, convention hallmark '750', sponsor's mark
'SAOE', numbered '756161', signed 'Cartier', each band
measuring 3.2 mm wide, bracelet inner diameter measuring
6.4 cm, 6.8 mm wide, total weight of item 32.7 grams. £2,0003,000

225

A loose diamond, the round brilliant-cut white diamond with a
GIA certificate, stating carat weight 0.51ct, colour and clarity to
be F, I1, dated May 2022.
Please Note: VAT will be applicable to both the hammer price
and the buyers premium. £300-500

226

A sapphire and diamond halo ring, featuring oval mixed cut
sapphire with intense blue body colour, approximately
measuring 8.5 x 6.5 mm, encompassed by sixteen brilliant
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.30ct, claw set on
a white precious metal mount, to a tapered flat shank, marked
'Sifani 750', ring head measures 12.7 x 10.3 mm, ring size L,
total weight of item 4.2 grams, with a World Gemological
Institute report WGI9624137743. £1,800-2,000

227

An 18ct yellow gold and diamond solitaire ring, comprises an
old mine-cut diamond of approximately 0.31ct, claw set on a
cathedral mount, to a tapered D-section shank, Birmingham
conventional hallmarks '750' with sponsor's mark 'DOM', ring
size P, total weight of item 3.4 grams. £300-500
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228

A three-strand bead necklace and an emerald bead necklace;
The three-strand necklace comprises a row of keshi pearls, a
row of emerald beads and a row of opaque ruby beads,
attached to a gem-set box clasp with safety catch, measuring
43.5 cm long; The emerald bead necklace has graduated
beads from 2.2 to 6.4 mm, with drawstring fastening, drop
length measuring 39.0 cm. Total weight of items 61.9 grams
(2). £300-500

229

A pair of 9ct gold cameo earrings and three rings; The shell
cameo earrings has ropework details around the collets, fitted
with pegs and butterflies, British hallmarked as '375'; A
diamond-set cluster ring marked '9ct', size O; A diamond-set
bi-coloured ring marked '9ct', size M; A chevron ring in yellow
metal, unmarked, size O. Total weight of items 13.5 grams (4).
£150-250

230

A collection of gem-set rings and a pendant on chain; To
include a 9ct gold and diamond cluster ring, with baguette
diamond accents on shoulders, Birmingham hallmarked '375'
and sponsor's mark 'OPT', size N½; A 9ct gold and synthetic
pink sapphire halo ring, surrounded by white stones,
Birmingham hallmarked '375', size M; A 9ct gold diamond ring
enhancer, with a swivel compartment with pierced 'I LOVE
YOU', British hallmarked '375', size O; A sapphire and
diamond bypass ring in white metal, marked as '18K', size M½;
A 9ct gold and marquise tanzanite diamond ring, Birmingham
hallmarked '375', size M; A tanzanite and diamond crossover
ring in white metal, marked as '375', size J; A diamond-set
heart pendant on a fine trace link chain, marked '375',
measures 45.5 cm long. Total weight of items 15.2 grams (7).
£200-300

231

A spinner ring with diamonds, where the centre ring could be
rotated, featuring seven brilliant diamonds with an estimated
total weight of 0.70ct, flush set on the yellow precious mount,
marked as '750', ring size O½, band measures 10.5 mm wide,
total weight of item 18.5 grams. £800-1,200

232

A soft chain ring with emeralds, comprises five emerald
cabochons collet set on yellow metal link mounts, hinge
connected, Italian hallmarked '750', ring size N, total weight of
item 3.8 grams. £200-300
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233

An unusual pair of EPNS novelty "golf ball" salt and pepper
shakers, together with a novelty four slice toast rack with golf
ball and club motif. 13 cm long 12 cm high. £80-100

234

A three-row diamond bracelet, scintillates with an array of
graduated baguette diamonds in the centre, with an estimated
total weight of 6.96ct, channel set slightly raised above the
bordering rows of round brilliant diamonds, approximately
weighing 2.88ct, pavé set on articulated link mounts finished
with millgrain details, fastened with tongue and groove clasp
secured with a fold-over safety catch, white precious metal
marked as 10% iridium with 90% platinum, bracelet measuring
15.5 cm long by 11.3 mm from the centre, total weight of item
28.7 grams. £10,000-15,000

235

A sapphire and diamond ring, consisting of two pear-shaped
sapphires claw-set on white metal mounts, each encircled with
diamond accents, to a tapered flat shank in yellow metal,
marked as '750', ring size M½, total weight of item 4.6 grams.
£800-1,200

235A

A quatrefoil diamond cluster ring, consisting of round brilliant
diamonds estimated 0.15ct bezel set on white metal mount
stamped '14K', encrusted with melee diamonds and milgrain
details, to a tapered flat shank. Ring size N, total weight of item
3.8 grams. £250-350

236

A lot to include a topaz pendant, an aquamarine ring and a
cluster ring. The topaz pendant comprises an oval blue topaz,
measuring 6.9 x 4.9 mm, claw set on a 9ct gold mount,
attached to a diamond-set bail, on a fine curb chain, London
hallmarked 375, dated 1950, necklace measuring 48.0 cm
long; the aquamarine ring comprises a pale green aquamarine,
claw set on a 9ct white gold collet, angular shoulders pavé set
with diamonds, to a tapered shank, British conventional marks
'375', ring size N½, head measuring 1.2 x 0.8 cm; An opal and
emerald cluster ring, with precious opal cabochons, claw set
on a tiered 9ct gold mount, encompassed by an array of
emeralds, sitting on a pierced gallery, to a tapered shank,
London hallmarked as 375 with maker's mark 'T&R', dated
1977, ring size T, ring head measuring 2.1 x 1.9 cm. Total
weight of items 12.1 grams (3). £250-350
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237

A three-stone sapphire and diamond ring, with a round faceted
sapphire in deep blue colour showing strong pleochroism,
flanked by two swiss-cut diamonds, claw set in a coronet
mount in white metal, to a tapered flat shank in yellow metal,
marked as '18k', ring size I½, total weight of item 2.2 grams.
£150-250

238

A small collection of scrap silver and gold items including a
YlangYlang bracelet, fob watch, Seiko 5 wristwatch, sporting
fobs, great war medals and other items. 8 ozt of weighable
silver 46 grams of gold including non-gold elements straps,
movements etc £200-300

239

An emerald and diamond bracelet in yellow precious metal,
each individual link is collet set with an oval emerald and small
round diamond, fastened with a tongue and groove clasp and
figure of eight safety catch, Middle Eastern hallmarked as
'750', measuring 18.0 cm long, total weight of item 11.7 grams.
£300-500

240

A sapphire and diamond ring, comprises a cushion-cut
sapphire with purplish-blue body colour, measuring 8.0 x 5.2
mm in size, rub over set on a yellow metal mount, surrounded
by diamonds on the sides with an estimated total weight of
0.10ct, to a tapered D-profile shank, metal unmarked, size P,
total weight of item 14.9 grams. £600-800

241

A large citrine ring, featuring a large emerald-cut citrine in pale
yellow colour, approximately measuring 24.3 x 15.9 mm, claw
set on a yellow metal mount, wirework gallery to bifurcated
shoulders with granulation details, shank unmarked, ring size
P, total weight of item 11.7 grams. £250-350
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242

An 18ct gold diamond cluster ring, comprises seven brilliant
diamonds with an estimated total weight of 2.52ct, claw set on
a white gold high profile mount, to a tapered flat shank in
yellow gold, London hallmarked as '750' with maker's mark
'AFJ', dated 2020, ring head measures 14 mm across, ring size
O½, total weight of item 5.6 grams. £1,500-2,000

243

A 9ct white gold, diamond, and tanzanite flower head ring set
with four trillion-cut tanzanites interspersed with four diamond
accents, Birmingham hallmarked '375' with sponsor's mark
'OR', dated 2015, size P½, total weight of item 1.9 grams.
£100-150

244

A lot of four beaded necklaces, one comprises of triangular
prism-shaped bloodstone beads, strung to a screwed clasp,
approximately measuring 63.5 cm long; the second consists of
a string of 18.0 mm round tiger's eye bead, closure with a
barrel clasp, measuring 49.0 cm in length; the third has
kumihimo strung tiger's eye chip beads, with tube clasp,
measuring 47.0 cm in length; the last has barrel-shaped agate
beads with alternating flower head spacers, closing with tube
clasp, measuring 55.0 cm in length. Total weight of items
453.4 grams (4). £80-120

245

A two-tone dress ring with amethyst and rubellite, consisting of
a fancy-cut amethyst and a rubellite in the same cut, collet set
in a yellow mount, with diamond accents on the shoulders, to a
tapered D-profile shank, unmarked, ring head measuring 15.0
x 14.0 mm, ring size I, total weight of items 7.9 grams. £400600

246

A sapphire and diamond dress ring, consisting of eight
baguette-cut sapphires, channel set in a yellow metal mount,
further six brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of
0.36ct, pavé set on each side of the under gallery, scrolled
shoulders to a tapered flat shank, marked as '18', ring size O,
total weight of item 9.6 grams. £600-800
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247

A grossular garnet gypsy ring in yellow metal, comprises a
round pale yellow grossular garnet (trade name 'imperial'
hessonite), approximately measuring 7.7 mm across, rub over
set in a collet, encircled by white stones, to a plain shank,
unmarked, ring size P½, total weight of item 13.0 grams. £400600

248

A lot with three gem-set rings, to include a green paste ring,
comprises a scissors cut green past claw set on a 9ct gold
mount, to a tapered flat shank, Birmingham hallmarked '375'
with maker's mark 'T&S', dated 1972, ring size Q ½; A fivestone ring with whitestones French pavé set to a yellow metal
mount, to a tapered flat shank, marked as '750 AK', ring size T;
A dress ring with diamond accents, on a bi-coloured metal
mount to a flat shank, hallmarked rubbed off, ring size U. Total
weight of items 14.9 grams (3). £200-300

249

A pair of hoop earrings set with diamonds, each consists of a
hinged hollow doughnut / torus with scrollwork designs,
embellished with graduated diamond accents at the rim, to a
curved post, marked as '750 OBLO', measures 3.0 cm across,
total weight of items 28.2 grams. £800-1,000

250

A pair of swivel flower head earrings, each comprising a
surmount set with a diamond and five pink stones, riveted to a
flower head in yellow precious metal, backed with clip-on
fittings, Egyptian hallmarked as '18', overall measuring 2.2 cm
across, total weight of items 11.1 grams. £300-500

251

A diamond bar pendant on chain, comprises a 9ct bi-coloured
gold bar pendant pavé-set with twenty diamonds, to a fine
double cable chain with spring-ring clasp, Sheffield hallmarked
as '375' with sponsor's mark 'GA', pendant overall measuring
3.8 x 0.3 cm, chain measures 45.4 cm long, total weight of
item 2.0 grams. £200-300
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252

A cat pendant on chain, depicting a stylised cat being picked
up by its middle, suspended on a loop, white stones set on
eyes and bail, to a figaro chain, with British import hallmarks
'375', dated 1987, chain measuring 56.5 cm long, pendant
overall measures 3.7 x 2.6 cm (including bail), total weight of
item 28.7 grams. £300-500

253

A miscellaneous collection of two necklaces, a bangle, a bar
brooch, a tie pin, two strapless watches, a broken ring, a ring
stamped as 18ct and platinum, a 9ct stone-set ring, and a pair
of 9ct drop earrings. £200-300

254

A diamond necklace in tri-coloured precious metal, comprises
a diamond-set scrollwork mount, attached to a fancy link trace
chain, fastened with a spring-ring clasp, metal marked as 'Au
750', overall measuring 40.0 cm long, total weight of item 3.6
grams. £200-300

255

Three pairs of cufflinks, to include a pair of silver barbell style
cufflinks signed Tiffany & Co., weighs 11.2 grams; together
with a pair of hexagonal silver and enamel Dunhill cufflinks
with hinged bar terminals, weighs 9.7 grams; also with a pair of
yellow metal oval cufflinks, engraved with monograms,
unmarked, weighs 13.6 grams. £100-150

256

Cancer Research UK - An early 20th century diamond and
ruby ring, the central row of oval rubies total weight approx.
0.50 carats, separating two rows of old Europena cut diamonds
total weight approx. 0.80 carats, approx. colour F/G, clarity VS
to SI, band unmarked, gross wt. 7.43g, size Q £200-300
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257

A sapphire and diamond halo earrings and necklace en suite;
The earrings each comprises an oval sapphire with deep blue
body colour, approximately measuring 6.8 x 4.9 mm,
encompassed by fifteen brilliant diamonds with an estimated
weight of 0.45ct, claw set in a white metal mount, backed with
screw-on fittings, unmarked; The pendant is similarly
fashioned with oval sapphire edged by diamonds, suspending
on a pavéd diamond bail, to a fine wheat chain in platinum,
pendant unmarked, chain hallmarked as '950' with sponsor's
mark 'S.T', chain measuring 46.5 cm long. Total estimated
diamond weight 1.15ct, total weight of items 11.9 grams (2).
£1,400-1,600

258

A diamond ring in platinum, featuring an old-European cut
diamond in the centre with an estimated weight of 1.15ct,
approximate colour and clarity ranges H/I and VS1, claw set on
a cathedral mount, single cut diamonds on shoulders with
millgrain details, to a court profile shank, white precious metal
marked as 'PLAT', ring size N, total weight of item 4.3 grams.
£1,500-2,000

259

A moulded glass cameo style brooch; the purple frosted glass
bust portrait of a woman with ringlets in her hair, within base
metal rope twist border; together with an envelope of gold leaf
and a quantity of gilt metal and other shirt studs. £80-120

260

An Indian gem-set brooch and a twisted rope chain; The gemset brooch consists of green and pink foil-backed stones set in
a raised floral yellow metal mount, as well as the horseshoe
mount below, with a pearl flower head surmount, seed pearls
suspensions on twisted gold wire below, strands of gem
'tassels' with granulates spacers on the sides, the reverse with
foliate engravings, fitted with a later-added brooch conversion
mount, hinged stem-pin and trombone clasp, unmarked,
overall measures 7.0 x 3.7 cm; A twisted rope chain in yellow
metal marked as '750', measures 40.0 cm long. Total weight of
items 54.1 grams (2). £400-600

261

A gem-set bow brooch in yellow metal, consisting of a round
emerald in the centre of the bow motif mount, embellished with
diamond accents, fitted with a hinged pin stem and a roll-over
clasp, hallmark unreadable, overall measuring 3.4 x 2.6 cm,
total weight of item 9.6 grams. £300-500
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262

A large synthetic spinel dress ring, with a round synthetic
spinel in blue, claw set in a yellow metal mount with floral motif
shoulders, to a tapered D-profile shank, marked as '14k', ring
head measures 1.9 cm across, ring size M½, total weight of
item 9.7 grams. £400-600

263

A mixed collection of costume jewellery including necklaces,
bangles, clip-on earrings and various brooches £100-150

264

A pair of diamond cluster earrings, each comprising a larger
brilliant diamond in the centre encompassed by eight smaller
round brilliant diamonds, with an estimated total weight of
0.84ct, claw set on a white precious metal mount, backed with
peg and butterfly fittings, stamped as '18ct', overall measuring
11.2 mm across, total weight of item 6.3 grams. £800-1,200

265

A Victorian diamond bar brooch navette shaped and set with
twenty one old brilliant cut diamonds graduating from a central
5.0mm diamond. Total diamond weight estimated to be 3.00ct,
Colour H/I, clarity SI2-P1, set into white and yellow metal. 5.1
grams. In associated Tessiers case £2,000-3,000

266

An amethyst bead necklace and a similar single earring; the
necklace has twenty-one amethyst round beads, each
measuring 17.4 mm across, with filigree bead caps on both
ends, fastened with a hidden groove and tongue clasp,
unmarked, measuring 48.0 cm long; A single drop earrings
with three amethyst beads, with screw-on fittings, unmarked,
drop length 5.3 cm. Total weight of items 175.0 grams (2).
£100-150
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267

A 9ct gold and three-stone diamond ring, consisting of three
brilliant diamonds with an estimated total weight of 0.65ct,
approximately colour and clarity range from J/K and I2-I3, claw
set on a low profile mount, to a tapered yellow gold shank,
London hallmarked '375' with sponsor's mark 'MJ', ring size R,
total weight of item 2.6 grams. £300-500

268

A sapphire and diamond engagement ring, consisting of an
oval-shaped sapphire with intense blue body colour in the
centre, measuring 10.3 x 9.2 mm, flanked by two old-cut
diamonds on either side with an estimated total weight of
1.10ct, claw set in coronet mount, to a plain shank with a lateradded ring size adjuster guard, bi-coloured metal unmarked,
ring size O, total weight of item 5.0 grams.

Together with a G.C.S. certificate stating Ceylon natural
sapphire with no evidence of heat treating. £5,000-7,000
269

A large quantity of costume jewellery including various cultured
pearl necklaces, a turquoise necklace, a mother of pearl and
silver folding fruit knife, a collection of clip-on earrings and
other jewellery. £250-300

270

A sapphire and diamond dress ring, featuring a pear-shaped
sapphire with a pale blue body colour at the centre,
approximately measuring 9.9 x 5.1 mm, claw set on a white
metal mount, encircled by brilliant diamonds claw set on the
surmount, a further three pavé set on the shoulder, with an
estimated total diamond weight of 0.945ct, to a tapered flat
shank, marked as '585', ring head measuring 1.7 x 1.4 cm, ring
size O½, total weight of item 9.6 grams. £500-700

271

A pair of 18ct yellow gold earrings with coral and lapis lazuli,
each consisting of oval panels of precious coral and lapis
lazuli, mounted in a decorative seaweed motif surround, to an
omega clip-on fittings, British import marks '750' with sponsor's
mark 'MAL', overall measuring 21.5 x 12.5 mm, total weight of
item 13.5 grams. £150-250
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272

A heavy anchor link chain in yellow metal, fastened with
lobster clasp, marked as '750', measuring 62.5 cm in length,
total weight of item 104.0 grams. £3,000-4,000

273

A pair of modern oval silver and enamel monogrammed
cufflinks, by Asprey; together with a pair of silver and enamel
chequered board cufflinks by Deakin and Francis, two pairs of
novelty silver cufflinks, one further pair of silver cufflinks and a
chain links bracelet set with two pearls. (6) £100-150

274

A 20th century cast white metal novelty whistle in the form of a
George III pocket pistol bearing the legend "London 1795" with
loop suspension. 0.7 ozt, 7cm long. £60-80

275

An emerald and diamond dress ring, with twelve rectangular
step-cut emeralds, claw set on an undulating mount with
diamond accents, to a plain flat shank in white metal,
unmarked, ring head measures 2.0 x 1.3 cm, ring size Q, total
weight of item 5.6 grams. £300-500

276

A star sapphire gypsy ring, featuring a round sapphire
cabochon with greyish purplish-blue body colour, that shows
asterism effect under a direct light source, measuring 6.7 mm
in diameters, gypsy set on a yellow precious metal mount, with
chevrons pierced on shoulders, to a tapered D-profile shank,
metal unmarked, ring size O½, total weight of item 8.1 grams.
£150-250
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277

A mixed lot of pendants and brooches, to include a horn
pendant on a white metal mount, to a double curb link chain,
marked 'sterling', pendant overall length 9.0 cm, chain 70.0 cm
long; A tumbled amethyst rough on a white metal surmount
with vine motifs, overall measures 4.9 x 4.0 cm; A pear-shaped
rose quartz on flower surmount on bail, marked '9ct', overall
measures 5.7 x 4.0 cm; A Victorian double-sided swivel brooch
in pinchbeck, with lock of hair in one side of the spinnable
locket compartment, hinged pin stem and C-catch, measures
4.9 x 4.2 cm; A smaller Victorian swivel brooch in pinchbeck,
missing lenses for locket compartment, hinged pin stem and Ccatch, measures 3.8 x 3.5 cm. Total weight of items 188.7
grams (5). £100-150

278

A colour-changing garnet ring, featuring an oval-shaped garnet
displaying two optical phenomena - showing green body colour
under daylight and red body colour under incandescence light
due to Colour-Changing effect; also showing reddish colour
around the girdle under any light source due to Usambara
effect, approximately measuring 13.6 x 11.6 mm, claw set on a
yellow metal mount to a tapered D-profile shank, unmarked,
comes with a gemmological report from the 1970s, ring size N,
total weight of item 4.0 grams.

Together with a G.S.C. report stating natural colour change
garnet. £7,000-9,000
279

Three paste rings; to include a scissors-cut blue paste ring,
marked 'sterling 9c', size K; A light blue past ring in yellow
metal, marked '9ct', size M; A green paste ring in yellow metal,
unmarked, size P½. Total weight of items 8.0 grams (3). £150200

280

A Near Eastern ring with sardonyx cameo, depicting the
portrait of Bactrian King Eucratides I, in a hollow high carat
gold mount with knobs to one side of the shoulders and to the
back, unmarked, ring size Q½, cameo measuring 1.8 x 1.8 cm,
total weight of item 9.7 grams.
Reference:
H-P. Francfort, Tillya Tepe and connections with the Eurasian
steppes, Afghanistan: Forging Civilizations along the Silk
Road, New Haven, Londres, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Yale University Press, p. 87 fig. 2 £300-400

281

A pair of Tahitian pearl and diamond ear clips, each consisting
of a grey Tahitian pearl approximately sized 10.6 mm, set on a
white metal mount pavé set with diamonds, stamped '750 18K',
with omega clip fittings, total weight of items 7.5 grams. £400600
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282

A yellow precious metal closed bangle, with a solid D-profile
band, marked as '18ct OBLO', inner circumference
approximately measures 20.0 cm, total weight of item 43.1
grams. £1,200-1,500

283

A mixed collection of white metal jewellery and a Burberry
watch; to include a Norman Grant silver enamelled bracelet
with hinge clasp, Edinburgh hallmarked with maker's mark
'NG', dated 1971; A silver chain necklace with toggle clasp,
Birmingham hallmarked, dated 1996, measures 45.5 cm long;
A similar chain bracelet with toggle clasp in white metal,
measures 22.0 cm long; A stylised agate necklace on white
metal marked '980; A tension clasp bangle with agate on white
metal marked '925'; A enamel with turquoise chips inlays
necklace, marked 'Mexico 925', 46.5 cm long; A similar
bracelet, marked 'Mexico 925', 20.5 cm long; An agate bead
necklace and elastic bracelet, Italian hallmarked '925'; An
amber bead elastic bracelet; A Burberry the City watch
BU9010. £150-250

284

A half sovereign bracelet, containing six 22ct gold half
sovereign coins dated 1893, 1897, 1900, 1902, 1903, and
1906, each mounted on a 9ct gold square plaque with
engraved floral details, linked and fastened with an engraved
heart-shaped padlock and safety chain, Birmingham
hallmarked as '375' with maker's mark 'PLB', measuring inner
circumference 17.5 cm long, 2.1 cm wide, total weight of item
46.6 grams. £1,200-1,800

285

A pair of Mauboussin Nadja Tahitian pearl ear clips, each
consisting of a Tahitian pearl approximately measuring 8.3 mm
in diameter, on a yellow gold mount with clip fittings, stamped
'18K', total weight of items 9.8 grams. £400-600

286

A pearl sautoir, a multi-strand bead necklace and matching
bracelet; The pearl sautoir has multi-strands of keshi pearls
and gem-set spacers, fastened with box clasp, measuring 100
cm long; The seven-strand multi-coloured bead necklace,
comes with drawstring fastening and a 40.0 cm drop length;
The matching bead bracelet closes with tube clasp, measuring
17.0 cm long. Total weight of items 101.2 grams (3). £300-500
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287

A Garrard 18ct gold necklace, comprises a wheat chain
secured with lobster clasp, with London import hallmarks '750'
and maker's mark 'G&Co.', dated 1996, approximately
measuring 46.0 cm long, 3.0 mm wide, accompanied with
original box. £1,000-1,500

288

A pair of fold-formed earrings, each with a textured side and
filed edges, backed with peg and butterfly fittings, marked as
'750 OBLO', measuring 2.0 cm across, total weight of items 7.3
grams. £150-200

289

A 20th century 18k (750) yellow gold rectangular powder
compact with woven effect hinged body and the clasp set with
calibre set sapphires, opening to reveal a bevelled mirror. The
inner bezel marked 750. 100.7 grams without mirror panel.
£2,000-3,000

290

A 22ct gold plain wedding ring, with court shaped band,
Birmingham hallmarked with sponsor's mark 'H.S', dated 1930,
ring size P½, measuring 2.5 mm wide, total weight of item 4.6
grams. £150-250

291

An amber bead necklace and matching bracelet, the necklace
comprises graduating amber beads from 11.1 mm to 5.9 mm,
measuring 124.0 cm long; The bracelet has beads of 6.3 mm
wide, with a tassel termination, approximately measures 24.0
cm in length. Total weight of items 78.4 grams (2). £100-150
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292

A Tiffany & Co. silver jewellery lot, to include a necklace, two
rings and a charm; the choker has a plain oval ID pendant,
sliding on a silver stationary wire with hook clasp, signed,
London hallmarked as sterling silver with maker's mark, dated
2005, cased in branded pouch, inner circumference
approximately measuring 40.0 cm long, pendant dimension 3.5
x 2.5 cm; a padlock ring from the '1837' collection, padlock
charm dangling on a D-profile band, signed, ring size L; a ring
from the 'Notes' collection, engraved with 'I love you'
throughout the flat band, signed, ring size L½; a padlock charm
from the '1837' collection, signed, overall dimension 2.0 x 1.4
cm, the rings and the charm are together in a branded pouch
and box. Total weight of items 51.9 grams (4). £200-300

293

A collection of silver and white metal jewellery including a
charm bracelet, an Emporio Armani necklace with cross
pendant, a white metal Russian wedding ring marked 925, a
flattened curb link necklace marked 925, a silver ingot and
other items of jewellery. £250-350

294

A lot consisting of a charm bracelet, x3 cigarette cases and a
vesta case. The charm bracelet is yellow metal with numerous
charms, four stamped 9ct and one stamped 750 (Total weight
of item 25.9 grams).
The first cigarette case is silver and measures 85x96x9.3mm
and weights (153.6 grams)
The second cigarette case is silver and measures
68x87x13mm, has floral engraving and monogram, it weighs
(95.2 grams)
The Third cigarette case is silver and measures 70x90x18mm,
has floral engraving and monogram, it weighs (76.9 grams)
Finally, the Vesta is silver and measures 44x55x13mm and
weighs (45.3 grams) £200-300

295

A pair of aquamarine and diamond drop earrings, each
comprises an oval rose cut aquamarine collet set to a
scalloped mount, edged with rose cut diamond accents,
suspending from a diamond-set oval surmount, backed with
peg and butterfly fittings, metal marked as '925', drop length
measuring 4.0 cm, total weight of items 11.3 grams. £200-300
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296

A Belle Époque style pearl choker, comprises a 'giardinetti'
centrepiece bordered with millgrain details, pavé set with rosecut and swiss-cut diamonds, featuring a larger European-cut
diamond highlight with an estimated weight of 0.42ct, attaching
to two strands of 5.0 mm pearls with pink overtones, handknotted and fastened to a tongue and groove clasp, white
precious metal unmarked, necklace measuring 37.5 cm in
length, total weight of item 30.4 grams. £800-1,200

297

An eternity ring with sapphires, consisting of square step-cut
sapphires and white stones channel set to a white precious
metal mount, engraving details on both sides of the ring band,
unmarked, ring size N½, total weight of item 1.8 grams. £150250

298

A lot consists of two pairs of hooped earrings. One pair
consists of twisted hoops on push-back fittings, stamped 18K,
22 mm in size; a pair of creole earrings, in yellow metal,
stamped 'MUNET', 22 mm in size. Total weight of items 10.5 g
(2) £200-300

299

A pair of South-Sea pearl and diamond earrings, the slightly
off-round pearls with diamond set scrolling, 14 carat white gold
mounts. To post and 18 carat white gold butterfly fittings.
Pearls 12.52mm and 12.58mm. 2.5cm overall length. £450550

300

A mixed lot of 9ct gold items, consisting of a heart-shaped
padlock bracelet with a 17.5 cm long fancy link, fastened with a
safety chain and spring-ring clasp, hallmarked as 375; a single
oval cufflink with engine-turned patterns, head approximately
measuring 15.6 x 11.7 mm, Birmingham hallmarked as 375
with maker's mark 'GJ' for G. H. JOHNSTONE & CO., dated
1928; a round pendant with coloured portrait and monogram
on the reverse, stamped as 9ct, measuring 2.6 cm in
diameters; a floral bar brooch with split pearls and purple
paste, stamped as 9ct, measuring 4.5 x 1.0 cm. Total weight of
items 14.4 grams (4). £150-200
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301

A sapphire ring and a matching necklace, the ring has a
cushion-cut opaque sapphire in dark blue colour, claw set to a
bypass mount, to a tapered flat shank in yellow precious metal,
Middle Eastern hallmarked as '18ct', ring size O; The necklace
has small oval sapphires set into ring mounts, connected with
sections of Figaro links, fastened with a spring-ring clasp,
yellow metal marked as '750', overall measures 40.0 cm long.
Total weight of items 8.5 grams (2). £350-450

302

A 22 carat wedding band together with two 9 carat gold
wedding bands, a lady's 9 carat gold wristwatch and one other;
a single stone diamond ring in illusion mount, two further rings
gold rings, a stick pin, a gold 'S' link chain marked '750', and a
quantity of costume jewellery. 14.6 grams weighable
(excluding watches) £150-250

303

A box of dress studs and a small collection of 9ct gold
jewellery, consisting of the OP stud set in original packaging, a
box of four with an extra stud, yellow metal marked as '9ct'; A
9ct gold necklace with undulating shaped links, attached to a
cable chain, with British import marks '375', measuring 38.0 cm
long; A 9ct gold signet ring with blank cartouche and floral
shoulders, Chester hallmarked as '375' with sponsor's mark
'T&S', ring size G; A 9ct gold red paste flower head ring,
Birmingham hallmarked as '375', dated 1967, ring size M½.
Total weight of items 15.9 grams (4). £200-300

304

A garnet butterfly pendant, with a round colourless spinel
highlight, four pear-shaped garnets and a marquise garnet,
assembled as a figural butterfly, claw set on a yellow precious
metal mount, to a bail, marked as '750', overall measuring 1.4
x 2.1 cm, total weight of item 4.3 grams. £300-500

305

A small lot containing silver items, to include a plain silver
vesta case, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's mark
'H.W.Ltd' for Henry Williamson Ltd, dated 1919, measuring 4.8
x 3.6 cm; a plain silver pill box pendant, hinged lid and ring for
chatelaine, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's mark
'CSG&Co.' for Charles Green & Son, dated 1920, measuring
3.7 x 3.7 cm; a marcasite bar brooch with foliate motifs, set
with sugarloaf coral and faceted pyrites, marked as '985',
measuring 6.3 x 0.9 cm; two unmarked micro mosaic
brooches, one in white metal and the other in yellow metal.
Total weight of items 49.9 grams (5). £50-100
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306

A Victorian guard or muff chain, comprises a doubled-up rope
link connecting to a swivel clasp, marked as '15C', measuring
126.0 cm long, total weight of item 13.1 grams. £100-150

307

A pear-shaped diamond pendant on chain, to include a 1.05ct
pear-brilliant diamond, collet set in an 18ct white gold mount,
to a stylised bail, on a franco chain, Edinburgh hallmarked
'750' with sponsor's mark 'CI', dated 2006, cased in Cellini box,
chain measuring 40.0 cm long, total weight of item 6.3 grams.

Together with GIA certificate, the diamond stating colour and
clarity to be D, VS2, dated July 2002. £3,000-5,000

308

Georg Jensen - a rectangular openwork floral brooch, with
swirling foliate motif to the centre, fitted with hinged pin stem
and roll-over safety catch, No. 295, with post-1945 maker's
mark, British import marks '925', dated 1953, overall
measuring 5.3 x 3.0 cm, total weight of item 16.5 grams. £100150

309

Georg Jensen - an enamel brooch, with purple enamel on an
abstract 'amoeba' form panel, fitted with hinged pin stem and
roll-over safety catch, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 307,
post-1945 maker's mark, HK maker's mark, stamped as 925,
overall measuring 6.1 x 3.8 cm, total weight of item 28.6
grams. £200-300

310

Georg Jensen - 'Boomerang' ring, an abstract ring head to a
plain D-profile shank, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 120,
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, ring size L, head
measuring 2.8 x 2.2 cm, total weight of item 13.7 grams. £80120
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311

Georg Jensen - An embossed silver brooch, depicting dove in
wreath with silver dome accents, with hinged pin stem and
safety catch fittings, dove motif designed by Kristian MohlHansen, No. 165, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925,
measuring 4.0 cm wide, total weight of item 11.9 grams. £150200

312

Georg Jensen - a silver belt buckle, depicting a pair of doves
and olive branches, designed by Arno Malinowski, No. 68,
1933-44 maker's mark, stamped as 925, overall measuring 4.5
x 3.6 cm, total weight of item 24.8 grams. £150-200

313

Georg Jensen - a lot with 'double dolphin' brooch and a pair of
matching cufflinks, the brooch depicts two dolphins diving with
a fern motif across in a rectangular frame, hinged pin stem and
safety catch fittings, No. 251, measuring 3.8 x 3.1 cm; the pair
of matching cufflinks has similar designs, No. 129, measuring
2.8 x 1.3 cm, both designed by Arno Malinowski, with post1945 maker's mark, stamped '925', total weight of item 22.7
grams (2). £150-250

314

Georg Jensen - An embossed silver brooch, depicting dove in
wreath with amazonite cabochon accents, with hinged pin
stem and safety catch fittings, dove motif designed by Kristian
Mohl-Hansen, No. 70, 1933-44 maker's mark, stamped as 925,
measuring 6.0 cm wide, total weight of item 25.1 grams. £150200

315

Georg Jensen - an enamel brooch, with brown enamel on an
abstract panel, fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety
catch, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 314, post-1945
maker's mark, HK maker's mark, stamped as 925, overall
measuring 6.9 x 3.1 cm, total weight of item 30.0 grams. £150250
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316

Georg Jensen - an abstract brooch with a dangling figural bird
pendant, fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch,
designed by Henning Koppel, No. 334, post-1945 maker's
mark, stamped as 925, overall measuring 5.4 x 4.1 cm, total
weight of item 16.7 grams. £100-150

317

Georg Jensen - An abstract cross necklace, consisting of an
organically formed cross pendant on bail, to a cable chain with
toggle clasp, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 151, post-1945
maker's mark, stamped as 925, chain measuring 63.0 cm,
pendant overall dimensions 8.3 x 6.5 cm, total weight of item
36.9 grams. £250-350

318

Georg Jensen - Two abstract brooches, to include a silver
abstract angular brooch, fitted with pin stem and roll-over
safety catch, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 327, post-1945
maker's mark, British import hallmarks '925', dated 1959,
overall measuring 6.0 x 2.5 cm; a freeform brooch, fitted with
pin stem and roll-over safety catch, designed by Henning
Koppel, No. 376, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925,
overall measuring 6.2 x 3.8 cm. Total weight of items 38.2
grams (2). £200-300

319

Georg Jensen - A coral and malachite necklace, with seven
oval coral and ten round malachite cabochons collet set in
silver floral mounts, connected with paperclip links and toggle
clasp, No.8, with 1933-44 maker's marks, stamped as 925,
overall length 51.5 cm, total weight of item 71.7 grams, £1,2001,800

320

Georg Jensen - two abstract brooches, to include a stylised
'pow' shaped brooch, fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over
safety catch, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 372, post-1945
maker's mark, stamped 925, overall measuring 6.6 x 3.7 cm;
an abstract oval brooch, fitted with hinged pin stem and rollover safety catch, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 390, post1945 maker's mark, stamped 925, overall measuring 4.5 x 1.7
cm. Total weight of items 31.9 grams (2). £200-300
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321

Georg Jensen - a necklace with kneeling deer and flowers,
attached to a cable chain and toggle clasp, designed by Arno
Malinowski, No. 95, 1933-44 maker's mark, stamped as 925,
measuring 54.7 cm long, 4.3 cm wide, 29.5 cm drop, total
weight of item 14.8 grams. £150-200

322

Georg Jensen - a tension clamp opening moss agate bangle,
with an oval moss agate panel set in a ring mount, to a tapered
concave band, designed by Vivianna Torun Bülow-Hübe, No.
203, post-1945 maker's mark, signed 'TORUN', stamped as
925, inner circumference 15.5 cm, bangle width 2.0 cm, hard
stone dimension 4.3 x 3.0 cm, total weight of item 49.7 grams.
£600-800

323

Georg Jensen - a brooch depicting kneeling fawn and flowers,
fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch, designed
by Arno Malinowski, No. 256, post-1945 maker's mark,
stamped as 925, overall measuring 4.4 x 3.4 cm, total weight
of item 15.4 grams. £150-200

324

Georg Jensen - a rectangular openwork floral brooch, with
swirling foliate motif to the centre, fitted with hinged pin stem
and roll-over safety catch, No. 295, with post-1945 maker's
mark, stamped as 925, overall measuring 5.3 x 3.0 cm, total
weight of item 16.3 grams. £150-200

325

Georg Jensen - A 'double dolphin' necklace, depicting two
dolphins with a fern motif across in a rectangular frame,
attached to a cable chain and toggle clasp, designed by Arno
Malinowski, No. 94, 1933-44 maker's mark, measuring 54.5 cm
long, 3.6 cm wide, 29.3 cm drop, total weight of item 12.7
grams. £150-200
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326

Georg Jensen - two abstract brooches, to include a silver
'amoeba' brooch, fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over
safety catch, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 325, post-1945
maker's mark, London import marks '925', dated 1995, overall
measuring 5.8 x 2.9 cm; an abstract star brooch, fitted with
hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch, designed by
Henning Koppel, No. 339, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped
925, overall measuring 5.7 x 4.5 cm. Total weight of items 37.0
grams (2). £200-300

327

Georg Jensen - two abstract silver brooches, one stylised as a
triangular 'amoeba', with hinged pin stem and safety catch
fittings, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 325, post-1945
maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 5.5 x 2.8cm;
another stylised as a fluid splash, with hinged pin stem and
safety catch fittings, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 321,
post-1945 maker's mark, with London import hallmark, dated
1986, measuring 4.7 x 3.7 cm. Total weight of items 33.3
grams(2). £200-300

328

Georg Jensen - A scalloped brooch with sandblasted finish,
fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch, No. A2,
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, overall measuring
4.9 x 4.0 cm, total weight of item 13.5 grams. £100-150

329

Georg Jensen - An amethyst fringe necklace, with rosette
flowerheads alternating with stylised drop bud links, set with
oval amethyst cabochon accents, fastened with toggle clasp,
No. 6, 1933-44 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring
43.0 cm, total weight of item 50.2 grams. £1,500-2,000

330

Georg Jensen - An embossed silver brooch, depicting dove in
wreath, with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, dove
motif designed by Kristian Mohl-Hansen, No. 70, 1945-1951
Wendel Store maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 6.0
cm wide, total weight of item 27.0 grams. £100-150
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331

Georg Jensen - a rectangular openwork brooch, depicting a
duck flying above pond bulrushes, fitted with hinged pin stem
and roll-over safety catch, designed by Hugo Liisberg, No. 300,
with post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, overall
measuring 4.7 x 3.8 cm, total weight of item 14.4 grams. £100150

332

Georg Jensen - A circular fish brooch, depicting a fish coiled in
waves, with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, No. 10,
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 3.1 cm
wide, total weight of item 6.3 grams. £100-150

333

Georg Jensen - An embossed silver brooch, depicting a dove
in wreath, with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, dove
motif designed by Kristian Mohl-Hansen, No. 134, post-1945
maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 3.0 cm wide, total
weight of item 11.7 grams. £100-150

334

Georg Jensen - A silver brooch, depicting wren with fern
wreath, with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings,
designed by Arno Malinowski, No. 309, post-1945 maker's
mark, stamped as 925, measuring 4.6 cm wide, total weight of
item 11.5 grams. £100-150

335

Georg Jensen - Two silver brooches, to include a fuchsia
flowers brooch, fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety
catch, No. 210, 1915-30 maker's mark, stamped as 925,
overall measuring 3.8 x 3.5 cm; a radish brooch, fitted with
tube hinged pin stem and trombone clasp, No. 18, 1933-44
maker's mark, stamped as 925, overall measuring 4.5 x 3.2
cm. Total weight of items 21.4 grams (2). £250-350
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336

Georg Jensen - a sterling silver 'Fish dish' pendant on chain,
designed by Henning Koppel, No. 274, post-1945 maker's
mark, London hallmarked as '925', dated 2009, pendant
measuring 5.5 x 2.6 cm, cable chain measuring 59.5 cm. Total
weight of item 47.0 grams. £100-150

337

Georg Jensen - An embossed brooch, depicting a bird eating
berries, with hinged pin stem and safety catch fittings, No. 175,
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 4.5 cm
wide, total weight of item 14.2 grams. £100-150

338

Georg Jensen - a silver oval brooch, depicting stylised grapevine cut-outs in the centre, fitted with pin stem and roll-over
safety catch, No. 177A, post-1945 maker's mark, British import
hallmarks '925', dated 1955, overall measuring 5.9 x 4.1 cm,
total weight of item 19.6 grams. £100-150

339

Georg Jensen - A 'double dolphin' brooch, depicting two
dolphins with a fern motif across in a rectangular frame, hinged
pin stem and safety catch fittings, designed by Arno
Malinowski, No. 251, London hallmarked, dated 1958,
measuring 3.8 x 3.1 cm, total weight of item 12.2 grams. £100150

340

Georg Jensen - an embossed brooch, stylised frame enclosing
a mermaid riding a hippocampus, fitted with hinged pin stem
and roll-over safety catch, designed by Arno Malinowski, No.
277, 1933-44 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 5.8
cm wide, total weight of item 18.2 grams. £100-150
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341

Georg Jensen - An embossed silver brooch, depicting a dove
in wreath, with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch
fittings, dove motif designed by Kristian Mohl-Hansen, No. 70,
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 6.0 cm
wide, total weight of item 25.4 grams. £150-250

342

Georg Jensen - A cockerel brooch, depicting a cockerel with
fern accent in a square frame, with hinged pin stem and rollover safety catch fittings, designed by Arno Malinowski, No.
276, post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 3.7
cm wide, total weight of item 13.5 grams. £120-180

343

Georg Jensen - A cockerel brooch, depicting a cockerel with
fern accent in a square frame, with hinged pin stem and safety
catch fittings, designed by Arno Malinowski, No. 276, post1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 3.8 cm wide,
total weight of item 16.2 grams. £150-200

344

Georg Jensen - A cockerel brooch, depicting a cockerel with
fern accent in a square frame, with hinged pin stem and safety
catch fittings, designed by Arno Malinowski, No. 276, post1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, measuring 3.8 cm wide,
total weight of item 12.3 grams. £120-180

345

Georg Jensen - a heart-shaped brooch, depicting a flying dove
with olive branches, fitted with hinged pin-stem and roll-over
safety catch, designed by Arno Malinowski, No. 239, with 1933
-44 makers marks, stamped as 925, overall dimension 4.0 x
3.7 cm, total weight of item 12.6 grams. £150-200
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346

Georg Jensen - an enamel brooch, with teal enamel on an
abstract panel, fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety
catch, designed by Henning Koppel, No. 306, post-1945
maker's mark, HK maker's mark, stamped as 925, overall
measuring 4.8 x 4.4 cm, total weight of item 24.3 grams. £200300

347

Georg Jensen - a Modernist ring with spectrolite, comprises an
open shank with a flat oval panel end, the other a round
spectrolite cabochon, designed by Bent Gabrielsen, No. 176,
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, ring size Q½, total
weight of item 12.3 grams.
Another sample has been acquired by British Museum. £200300

348

Georg Jensen - a silver flower ring with chrysoprase, with a
chrysoprase bead set in a flowerhead mount, to a plain Dprofile shank, designed by Nanna Ditzel, No. 202, post-1945
maker's mark, ND maker's mark, British import marks, dated
1977, ring size P, head measuring 3.1 cm across, total weight
of item 23.3 grams. £500-700

349

Georg Jensen - a triangular openwork brooch, depicting a
dolphin diving near some pond bulrushes, fitted with hinged pin
stem and roll-over safety catch, No. 257, with post-1945
maker's mark, stamped as 925, overall measuring 4.0 x 3.7
cm, total weight of item 9.6 grams. £100-150

350

Georg Jensen - A dress ring with polished hawk's eye,
comprises an open shank with a flat round panel end, the other
a round tabular hawk's eye stone, designed by Bent
Gabrielsen, No. 173, post-1945 maker's mark, BG maker's
mark, stamped as 925, ring size N½, total weight of item 15.1
grams. £150-200
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351

Georg Jensen - a tulip bracelet, with stylised links connecting
to a circular box clasp and figure of eight safety catch,
designed by Harald Nielsen, No. 93, post-1945 maker's mark,
stamped as 925, bracelet measuring 19.0 cm in length, 1.5 cm
wide, total weight of item 30.0 grams. £300-500

352

Georg Jensen - a square silver and steel brooch, with wheat
spike motif inlay to an oxidised iron base, used mixed metal
damascene techniques due to raw material shortages during
WWII, fitted with hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch,
designed by Arno Malinowski, No. 5001C, with maker's mark
and AM monogram, measuring 4.0 cm wide, total weight of
item 18.1 grams. £100-150

353

A Georg Jensen pill box, and a quantity of other jewellery and
smalls; A pillbox by Georg Jensen, numbered 176C, with post1945 maker's mark, engraved 1886-1961 AR monogram on lid;
A pair of Scandinavian ear cuffs by Toni Vigeland, marked
'925S'; An English snuff box with hunting scene by G.Smith
and sons, marked 'cardinal blend snuffs'; A banded agate
trinket box with enamelled sides; A Chinese export silver
pepperette in pagoda shape; Two American one-cent coin
charms; A 1965 Elizabeth II and Churchill commemorative
crown; A 1977 Silver Jubilee commemorative crown in mount;
Five enamel pins; Two Egyptian revival pins; A horn pin. Total
weight of items 236.3 grams. £80-120

354

Georg Jensen - A sterling silver 'Infinity' bracelet, with links
shaped after the mathematic symbol representing the concept
of infinity, closing with toggle clasp, designed by Regitze
Overgaard, No.452, London hallmarked with maker's mark,
dated 2010, in original case, bracelet measuring 19.0 cm in
length, total weight of item 69.7 grams. £200-300

355

Georg Jensen - A moonstone ring, comprises two oval
moonstone cabochons collet set on silver mount with floral
shoulders, to a flat shank, designed by Henry Pilstrup, No.48,
post-1945 maker's mark, stamped as 925, in original case, ring
size K½, head measuring 2.0 x 1.6 cm, total weight of item 5.9
grams. £200-300
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356

A 2019 Royal Mint Queen's Beasts - The Yale £100 24ct Gold
Bullion Coin, featuring the Yale of Beaufort on the obverse,
side profile of Queen Elizabeth on the reverse, cased, weights
1 oz (31.1 grams). £1,200-1,500

357

Two gold coins and a bronze medal, to include a George V
London Mint full sovereign gold coin, dated 1915, 7.9 grams; A
George III Third guinea gold coin, dated 1801, 2.7 grams; A Sir
Walter Scott laudatory bronze medal by Stothard, features
head relief on the obverse, classical figure on reverse,
inscribed edge, dated 1827, 62 mm in diameters, 102.8 grams.
£350-500

358

A 1976 UAE 5th National Day 500 dirham 22ct gold coin,
features a relief portrait head of Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al
Nahyan, Arabic and English script on the reverse, in a
presentation case, diametres measuring at 28.3 mm, total
weight of item 20.0 grams. £700-900

359

A 2019 Royal Mint Queen's Beasts - The Yale £100 24ct Gold
Bullion Coin, featuring the Yale of Beaufort on the obverse,
side profile of Queen Elizabeth on the reverse, cased, weights
1 oz (31.1 grams). £1,200-1,500

360

A 2018 Royal Mint Queen's Beasts - The Unicorn £100 24ct
Gold Bullion Coin, featuring the Unicorn of Scotland on the
obverse, side profile of Queen Elizabeth on the reverse, cased,
weights 1 oz (31.1 grams). £1,200-1,500
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361

A 2018 Royal Mint Queen's Beasts - The Unicorn £100 24ct
Gold Bullion Coin, featuring the Unicorn of Scotland on the
obverse, side profile of Queen Elizabeth on the reverse, cased,
weights 1 oz (31.1 grams). £1,200-1,500

362

A 2018 Royal Mint Britannia (Oriental border) £100 24ct Gold
Bullion Coin, featuring Britannia standing next to a Union Jack
shield, holding olive branch and trident on the obverse, framed
with ornated oriental styled border, celebrating the historic
relationship with Asia, side profile of Queen Elizabeth on the
reverse, cased, weights 1 oz (31.1 grams). £1,200-1,500

363

A Charles Emmanuel III Sardinia half doppia coin, with drill
hole, dated 1768, total weight of item 3.0 grams. £100-150

364

A 2018 Royal Mint Britannia £100 24ct Gold Bullion Coin,
featuring Britannia standing next to a Union Jack shield,
holding olive branch and trident on the obverse, side profile of
Queen Elizabeth on the reverse, cased, weights 1 oz (31.1
grams). £1,200-1,500

365

A 2018 Royal Mint Britannia (Oriental border) £100 24ct Gold
Bullion Coin, featuring Britannia standing next to a Union Jack
shield, holding olive branch and trident on the obverse, framed
with ornated oriental styled border, celebrating the historic
relationship with Asia, side profile of Queen Elizabeth on the
reverse, cased, weights 1 oz (31.1 grams). £1,200-1,500
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366

A 1989 British 500th Anniversary of the First Gold Sovereign
22ct gold coin, struck in Proof features a relief of Queen
Elizabeth enthroned and seated in King Edward's Coronation
chair on the obverse, and shield of the Royal Arms upon a
double Tudor Rose on the reverse, encapsulated in a fitted
presentation case, total weight of item 7.98 grams. £150-200

367

A Salvatore Ferragamo 'Gancini' wallet and Kate Spade
'Cameron Street' cardholder, the wallet is in grain calfskin with
a 'Quarzo fumè' beige colour, overall dimensions 19.5 x 11.0
cm, cased in original packaging; the cardholder is in Saffiano
leather in pink, overall dimensions 10.0 x 7.0 cm. £50-70

368

A J.C Vickery 9ct gold calendar pencil, with a push-button
gravity drop propelling mechanism, and an integral swivelling
calendar with enamelled numbers on the barrel, inserted with a
"Royal Sovereign" pencil from E.Wolff & Sons, marked as '9ct'
with maker's name 'J.C Vickery Regent St.W.', measuring 7.2
cm long, total weight of item 26.4 grams. £400-600

369

Two Parker 51 pens, to include a Parker 51 vacumatic fountain
pen with plastic plunger filling system, grey barrel, 16ct roll
gold cap, made in USA, approximately measuring 13.7 cm
long; A Parker 51 aerometric fountain pen, black barrel, 12ct
roll gold cap, made in England, measuring 14.5 cm long. £100150

370

A 9ct gold cigar piercer fob, with a flared rim push propelling a
sprung action blade, engraved with initials 'R.L.D' on case,
Birmingham hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 'E.B' for
E.Baker & Son, dated 1938, measuring 6.7 cm long (including
suspension ring), total weight of item 15.3 grams. £150-250
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371

Four pens, a pair of scissors and a single cufflink; to include a
9ct gold Mordan Everpoint pencil, Patent 179005, hallmarked
'375' with 'SM&Co', dated 1926; A silver Yard-O-Led pencil,
engraved with 'J.Miller', hallmarked with 'EB', dated 1979; A
Cross pencil, made in Ireland; A 9ct gold fountain pen, with
14ct nib, hallmarked '375' with 'WJA', dated 1932; A pair of 9ct
scissors in engraved case, hallmarked with 'EB', dated 1907;
An 18ct gold single cufflink, hallmarked with maker's mark
'R&Q', dated 1908. £150-250

372

A collection of twelve 19th century gilt and white metal
mounted scent bottles, including an unusual chrysoprase glass
bottle of lozenge form with hinged cover with wolf and eagle
finial, together with other bottles including ruby and milk glass,
cased and printy cut, examples and a continental porcelain
double ended scent bottle, 14 cm long the largest example
£200-300

373

A collection of twelve 19th century double and single-ended,
white and gilt metal mounted scent bottles, including a large
white metal-capped uranium glass scent bottle with geometric
cut, flattened section body, together with others including ruby
glass scent and smelling salt combination, pink and white
glass cased and cut and others. 14 cm long the primary item.
£200-300

374

An Asprey of London presentation cased silver and gold plated
Maitre D' set including corkscrew, Champagne muzzle knips,
cheese knife, nut cracks, cheese slice bottle opener. £200-300

375

A small collection of Italian porcelain and glass lady's finger
ring scents and a pair of 19th-century green-tinted Pince-nez.
£150-250
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376

A collection of eleven 19th-century double and single-ended
glass scent bottles. Including an unusual S. Mordan & Co
silver-mounted emerald glass scent bottle viniagrette
combination. London 1863 by S. Mordan & Co. Together with
others including double-cased and cut, amethyst, uranium
glass and other examples. 10 cm long x 3.4 cm wide x 1.3 cm
deep the primary item £200-300

377

A Victorian silver and cut glass toothpick box, London 1894, by
The Gold & Silversmiths company, together with a George III
blonde tortoiseshell navette shaped toothpick box; a Victorian
pique work etui; and a Japanese bronze menuki in the form of
an Oni mask (4) £200-300

378

A collection of twelve 19th century white and gilt metal
mounted single and double and single-ended glass scent
bottles including an unusual cased and cut double scent of
waisted form. together with a heavily cut uranium glass scent,
Venetian, wrythern and other glass scent bottles. 14.5 cm long
the primary item. £200-300

379

Collection of small Continental objects of virtue including a
French gilt metal scent bottle painted with the Arc de
Triomphe, a gilt metal mounted faux rock crystal desk seal,
Venetian Mussell shell scents and other items. £200-300

380

A small collection of objects of virtue from the 19th century,
including a Blue John fluorite snuff bottle; An early 19thcentury yellow metal mounted cylinder vesta case in onyx; A
Victorian metal mounted cuboid scent bottle in onyx; A 19th
century white metal mounted miniature coconut box (lacking
glass scent bottle inside); A small onyx locket on a loop bail; A
purple glass seal with phrase "près de toi je fleuris"; A
colourless glass seal with a side profile reverse intaglio. Total
weight of items 166.1 grams (7). £200-300
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381

A diamond set Boucheron high jewellery lady's wristwatch,
with a Swiss-made quartz movement in a white metal stamped
with French double Eagles case measuring 22x24mm (not
including the lugs) pave set with round brilliant cut diamonds
with a diamond-set dial and bezel with an inverted diamond-set
crown and sapphire crystal glass. All on a white metal
articulated bracelet stamped with French double Eagles set
with Carre step-cut square diamonds and round brilliant cut
diamonds, with tongue clasp and safety catch.
Total estimated diamond weight: 13.30ct
Estimated Clarity: VS2/SI1
Estimated colour: G/H
Total weight of item: 66.5 grams
Travel pouch
No box or papers £8,000-10,000

382

An Edwardian Girardin open-face pocket watch, with a
Girardin, signed key wound movement in a yellow metal case
stamped 18ct measuring 36.5mm with a gold dial and roman
numerals. Includes Key £300-500

383

A WW2 Omega pilots watch with a hand-wound Swiss
movement caliber 30T2 SC with a black dial and Arabic
numerals in a 36mm case, military issue markings on the case
back reading A. M. 6B/159 1552/56
Model: Pilots Watch issued to the RAF
Caliber: 30T2 SC
Estimated year of manufacture:1944
Serial: 10002072
Military case back numbers:
A. M.
6B/159
1552/5 £1,200-1,500

384

A Must De Cartier Vermeil Tank Lady's wristwatch, with a
swiss made quartz movement in a 925 sterling silver & gold
plated case measuring 23.5mm wide with a synthetic sapphire
set crown, with a black dial and gold hands, all on a black
leather strap with gold plated deployment buckle. £500-600
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385

A lady's Dunhill quartz wristwatch, with a bi-metal bracelet
strap, the round gilt dial with roman numerals, sweep centre
seconds hand and date aperture. £80-120

386

A highly collectable 18ct rose gold and diamond Omega
Constellation wristwatch, featuring a portrait of SHEIKH ISA
BIN SALMAN AL KHALIFA OF BAHRAIN, on the champagne
dial with diamond factory set indexes, with an automatic
movement in a 34.5mm case with acrylic glass all on a brown
leather strap.
Model:14381.2
Serial:18173783
Cal: 551
Year: 1961 £4,000-6,000

387

An Edwardian pocket watch, with a keyless movement, signed
Pearce and Sons Leeds and numbered 46198 in a yellow
metal case stamped '18' and engraved A.W Glover Pontefract
measuring 40mm with gold dial and roman numerals covered
with an acrylic glass. Monogrammed case back
Total weight of items 45.9 grams. £400-600

388

A lot consisting of x46 Lady's quartz watches
Featuring x2 Swatch watches, Sekonda, Pulsar, Lorus, Yves
Rocher, Zeon, Inex, Xanadu, Regal, Theo Miles, 4x Visa, 3x
Taimes, Mango, Henley, Moretime, Ringarums, Shivas, Temps
D'Or and many unbranded wristwatches (46) £100-200

389

A Crusader Antimagnetic Chronometer wristwatch, with a
Swiss-made Crusader 15 Ruby Jewel'd movement housed
with an antimagnetic movement guard set into a 9ct yellow
gold Dennison made case with hinged case back measuring
28.5mm wide, with an off white dial with sub-seconds at 6
o'clock with acrylic glass, all on a brown leather strap. £80-120
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389A

A swivel fob, consisting of a round agate and a bloodstone set
on a ring mount, with a detailed engraved scrolled surround,
stamped with 10ct and maker's mark BHJ, approximate size
3.8 x 2.3 cm, total weight of item 9.7 grams. £100-150

390

An Oris big crown pointer date, with a Swiss-made automatic
movement in a steel-plated case measuring 36mm with a
domed silver/white dial featuring Arabic numerals in gold and a
31-day calendar pointer hand with acrylic glass on an Oris
brown leather strap and original buckle. £200-300

391

A Seiko Chronograph automatic 6139, with an automatic
Japanese movement featuring a day/date function and a
chronograph in a steel case measuring 40x44mm with a blue
dial and minute subdial on a steel bracelet with a folding clasp
6139 - 8002
179841
8010T £100-200

392

A lot consisting of 39 gentleman's quartz watches,
Featuring a Timex Ironman, Casio Alarm Chrono, Casio
Oceanis, Ben Sherman, Pulsar, H. Samuel, Ravel,
Continental, Regatta, Embassy, Lasita, Regal, Denacci,
Westfalia, Rexxor, Scene, x2 Moretime, Visa, Prisma, RS, MC,
Timex, New Swiss, Rutina and many unbranded wristwatches
(39) £150-250

393

A Ladys Art-Deco diamond-set wristwatch with an IWC
international watch Co. hand-wound movement set in a
rectangular case measuring 10x23mm set with mixed-cut
diamonds with an estimated diamond weight of 1.50ct in white
metal on a black chord strap with a white metal clasp.
Total weight of item 18.1 grams
Includes an insurance valuation from Bentley and Co of New
Bond Street from 1992 for £1,750.00 £500-700
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394

A Smiths De Luxe 9ct gold wrist watch, with a 'Made in
London' 17 jewels hand-wound movement in a 9ct yellow gold
32mm case with an off-white dial and gold Arabic numerals
indexes with gold hands covered with acrylic glass on a black
leather strap.
Engraved case back
Original box £200-300

395

A lady's Longines quartz watch with a Swiss-made quartz
movement in a 23.5mm yellow metal case with stainless steel
case back, a white dial with Roman numerals and date
aperture at 3 O'clock on a black leather strap.
Model: L4.136.2
Serial: 29894482 £50-100

396

A Tag Heuer Link 200 lady's wrist watch, with a Swiss-made
quartz movement in a 26mm steel case with mother of pearl
dial, date aperture at 3 o'clock, a rotating bezel all on a steel
articulated bracelet with deployment buckle and safety clasp.
Model: WT141H
Serial: FA9014
Year: 2007
Waterproof: 200M (Untested)
Complete with box and papers with extra bracelet links in the
box. £300-500

397

A Rolex Midi DateJust lady's watch, with a swiss automatic
movement, a white dial with Roman numerals, gold baton
indexes and sapphire crystal glass in a 31mm steel case with
gold fluted bezel, all on a bi-metal jubilee bracelet with
deployment buckle.
Model:68273
Serial:8525485
Year: 1984
With box, no papers £2,500-3,500

398

A Tudor Black-Bay Fifty-Eight, with an automatic Swiss
movement produced by Tudor, housed in a high-grade steel
case measuring 39mm with a navy blue-domed dial with a
Unidirectional rotatable bezel in steel with a 60-minute
graduated disc in matt blue anodised aluminium and silver
gilded markings and numerals, all on a riveted steel bracelet
with a polished and satin finish, with folding clasp and safety
catch.
Model: 79030B
Serial: PGA7756
Year: 2020
Waterproof: Waterproof to 200 m (660 ft) (untested)
Complete with Box and papers, swing tags, extra links, case
back sticker still in place and operating manual.
Retail Price £2,920 £1,500-2,000
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399

A Scatola Del Tempo, eighteen section rotor watch winding
cabinet with stained sycamore finish. 39 cm wide x 31 cm deep
x 32 cm high. £50-100

400

A Rolex Oyster Perpetual lady's wristwatch, with a Swissmade automatic 26 jewel movement, in a steel 25mm case
with silver dial and gold baton indexes with a gold fluted bezel
all on a bi-metal Jubilee bracelet with folding deployment
clasp.
Model:6619
Serial: 2994461
Caliber: 1161 £800-1,200

401

A lot consisiting of 2 GS/TP pocket watches, 2 Mortima divers
watches, an Ingersol wristwatch and Rodana tank-type watch.
The first is a Helvetia pocket watch with a keyless wound
movement in a base case measuring 52mm with a white dial
and Arabic numerals covered in acrylic glass, engraved on the
case back with 'GS/TP P 60820 with broad Arrow'.
The second is a Bravingtons pocket watch with a keyless
hand-wound movement in a base metal case measuring 51mm
with a white dial and Arabic numerals covered in acrylic glass,
engraved on the case back with 'GS/TP 111116 Bravingtons
with Broad Arrow'
The third is a Mortima Super Datomatic wristwatch with an
automatic movement in a steel case measuring 38mm, a blue
dial with date aperture and a black rotating dive bezel on a
generic elasticated steel strap.
The fourth is a Mortima Super Datomatic wristwatch with an
automatic movement in a steel case measuring 38mm a black
dial with date aperture and a black rotating dive bezel on a
generic elasticated steel strap.
The fifth is an Ingersoll wristwatch, with a hand-wound
movement in a steel case measuring 33mm with an off-white
dial and blue hands covered with acrylic on a brown generic
strap
The final item is Rodana antimagnetic tank style watch, with a
hand would movement, black dial in a steel case with a genric
metal strap. (6) £100-200
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402

A Tag Heuer Professional Formula 1 stainless steel wristwatch
the black dial with baton hour markers, and date aperture with
subsidiary seconds dial, with black rotating bezel, on a
stainless steel bracelet. Quartz movement, the case back
numbered WAU1110 RAR4374. 42 mm case. £150-250

403

An Olvin antimagnetic lady's wrist watch, with a hand-wound
movement in a yellow metal case, stamped '750' and
measuring 16mm wide with faded white dial and acrylic glass
all on a yellow metal bracelet stamped '750' with folding clasp.
Total weight of item 21.6 grams £600-800

404

A Longines pocket watch, with a swiss made keyless wound
movement, numbered 4870857 and signed Longines Watch
Co. in a white metal case marked 'Platinum' and measuring
45mm with a silver dial featuring Arabic numerals, blue hands
and a seconds sub-dial at 6 O'clock, covered with an acrylic
glass. It comes with a fitted case.
Total weight of item 57.6 grams
Comes with a letter of appraisal from July 18 1994 for a
replacement value of $6,500 £300-500

405

An 1888 Waltham half hunter pocket watch, with an Americanmade Waltham movement, numbered 3554796 in a base
metal engraved case measuring 47mm with a white enamel
dial featuring Arabic numerals covered with a half hunter case
front and acrylic glass window.
Manufacturer: Waltham
Manufacturer Location: Waltham, Massachusetts
Movement Serial Number: 3554796
Variation: Royal Quality
Model: 1882
Estimated Production Date: April 1888 - August 1888
Run Quantity: 2,000
Total Production: 7,100
Hairspring: Breguet £200-300

406

A Garrard automatic gentleman's wristwatch, with a Swissmade automatic 25 jewel ETA 2472 movement in a 34mm
steel case with a silver domed dial with a date aperture at 3
o'clock, silver baton indexes and hands, all on a brown leather
generic strap. £100-200
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407

A lot consisting of three lady's wristwatches, with two matching
lady's Longines watches with 23mm gold plated cases housing
swiss quartz movements with white dials and roman numerals
indexes and date apertures at 3 o'clock both on black leather
straps. The third is a Raymond Weil lady's wristwatch with an
18ct gold electroplated case measuring 22.5mm with a white
dial and roman numerals indexes and date apertures at 3
o'clock all on a black leather strap. (3) £250-350

408

A collection of four Tissot wristwatches, comprised of a Tissot
Seastar Seven with a Swiss mechanical movement in a steel
34mm case with silver dial, A Tissot Seastar with a mechanical
movement in a cushion-shaped steel case measuring 33mm, A
Tissot Titanium quartz movement watch with a 35mm case,
finally a Tissot automatic PR 516 GL with day/date function in
a gilt case measuring 36mm. (4) £80-120

409

An R. B. Clarke Southampton 1930s cushion shape
wristwatch, with a hand-wound pocket watch style movement,
in a steel cushion shape case measuring 31mm with an offwhite dial with Arabic numerals all on a brown leather strap.
£300-500

410

A Cartier Santos round lady's wristwatch, with a Swiss
automatic movement in a steel case measuring 24mm with
gold bezel, featuring a white dial with Roman numerals, a
sapphire crystals glass and a synthetic sapphire set crown all
on a bi-metal articulated bracelet with deployment buckle.
£800-1,200

411

A Marvin lady's wristwatch in 9ct yellow gold, with a handwound movement in a hexagonal 17mm case all on a 9ct
yellow gold woven mesh strap with deployment buckle
Total weight of item 14.9 grams £150-200
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412

A Tag Heuer Aquaracer chronograph, with a 42mm steel case
featuring a black dial with three white subdials and date
aperture at 4 o'clock with sapphire crystal glass and rotating
bezel all on a steel strap with deployment buckle and safety
clasp.
Model:CAF1110
Serial: VU8274
Year:2006
Waterproof: 300 meters (Not tested)
Complete with box and papers
Additional links included £600-800

413

An Omega lady's wristwatch, with a hand-wound Swiss-made
movement with a yellow metal oval case, stamped 18kt
measuring 15x19mm with a grey dial and gold baton indexes
all on a tapering mesh bracelet with folding clasp (Engraved
case back)
Total weight of item 30.3 grams £800-1,200

414

A 1920's lady's dress watch, with a 25mm 9ct yellow gold
case, white enamel dial with acrylic glass and a hand-wound
Swiss movement signed 'Moeris' on a 9ct yellow gold sprung
articulated bracelet.
Total weight of item 16.7 grams £150-200

415

An Omega Seamaster 120m Lady's steel wristwatch, with a
swiss made quartz movement in a steel case measuring 26mm
with a white dial and date aperture at 3 o'clock all on a steel
articulated bracelet.
Model:596.1502
Serial: 57830902
Caliber: 1502
Year: 1998 £400-600

416

An Omega Seamaster Automatic, with an automatic Swissmade movement with day-date function in a steel 35mm case
with silver dial and baton indexes featuring day-date apertures
at 3 o'clock covered with acrylic glass, on a steel articulated
bracelet with folding deployment clasp.
Model: 166.0216
Serial: 41 8721122
Caliber: 1020
Year: 1978
Purchased Saudi Arabia in 1980 £300-500
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417

A Gentlemen's Tiffany and Co. wristwatch with a Longines
watch co. hand-wound Swiss-made movement in a curved art
deco style rectangle case stamped 14kt measuring 25x34mm
with a white dial and Arabic numerals and curved acrylic glass,
on a brown leather strap
Case number 49047
Movement number: 4130740 £800-1,000

418

A silver Rolex trench watch circa 1914, with a hand-wound
swiss jewelled movement and a stamped silver 34mm case,
acrylic glass, black dial with seconds subdial at 6 o'clock with
10mm lugs and brown generic strap.
Case number 719198
A box, no papers £2,000-3,000

419

A lot consisting of x59 Lady's quartz wristwatches
Featuring an Accurist, Seiko, Rotary, 2x Storm, Citizen, Calvin
Klein, 3x Sekonda, Lorus, Lassale, Mango, Philip Mercier, 4x
new matching sports watches, Touch LED watch, 3x Citron,
Titan, Visa, Regal, Etevon and many unbranded wristwatches
(59) £150-250

420

A Longines Elegant Lady's wristwatch, with a Swiss-made
quartz movement in a steel case measuring 25mm with a white
dial and baton indexes and date aperture at 3 o'clock covered
with sapphire crystal glass all on a steel articulated strap with
double folding deployment buckle.
Model: L4.216.4
Serial: 30497895 £50-100

421

A Favre Leuba & Co Ltd Prima Lady's wristwatch, with a handwound Swiss-made movement, an off-white dial with seconds
sub-dial in a yellow metal case stamped 18k measuring 21mm
with acrylic glass, on a brown leather strap.
Total weight of item 11.6 gram (including strap) £100-200
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422

An 18ct yellow gold Cartier Tank mid-size with a quartz
movement in an 18ct yellow gold case measuring 25mm x
25mm with a white dial and roman numerals featuring a
synthetic sapphire set into the crown all on a brown leather
strap.
Complete with box, travel pouch and papers
Serial: 2441370031MG
Year: 2002
Some service history £2,000-2,500

423

A Timor ATP military 1940's wristwatch, with a hand-wound
movement in a steel case measuring 30.5mm, featuring an offwhite dial with sub-seconds at 6 o'clock with Arabic numerals
and yellow metal hands, covered with an acrylic glass.
A.T.P. (Army Trade Pattern) code is engraved with British
Government Mark and Broad Arrow on case back £150-200

424

A Baume and Mercier lady's wristwatch, with a Swiss-made
hand-wound movement in a yellow metal case, stamped '750'
measuring 21mm wide with a gold dial and textured gold bezel
covered with sapphire crystal glass, all on a yellow metal
stamped '750' woven mesh bracelet with deployment clasp.
Total weight of item 48.7 grams £1,400-1,800

425

A Longines open face pocket watch in a forged fitted travel
case, with a keyless wound swiss movement, numbered 16831
with glass movement protector exhibition back in a white metal
case measuring 50mm with a fitted white metal forges travel
case £200-300

426

A lot consisting of a Rotary and Centaur lady's wristwatches,
the first consisting of a vintage Rotary with a hand-wound
movement in a yellow metal case stamped 375 measuring
16mm with an off-white dial and Arabic numerals on an
elasticated yellow metal bracelet stamped 9ct Back and Front.
The second is a Centaur with a hand-wound movement in a
yellow metal case stamped 375, measuring 17mm with an offwhite dial and Arabic numerals on a rolled gold bracelet. (2)
Total weight of both items 29.6 grams £100-150
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427

A Les Must De Cartier Travel clock and matching Cartier
picture frame, with a manual wind movement featuring an
alarm in a steel-plated case measuring 75x78.5mm case with
gilt flecked blue enamel with kickstand and fitted double door
case and warranty papers. The Must De Cartier picture frame
measures 73mm x 91mm with a steel-plated finish and a gilt
flecked enamel surround with a kickstand and synthetic
sapphire set screws to the rear. £450-550

428

A Hermes Clipper lady's wristwatch with a Swiss quartz
movement in a steel case 24mm with a blue shell dial and
sapphire crystals glass with a diamond-set bezel on a steel
strap with a deployment buckle. £100-200

429

A Chopard Classique Femme diamond-set wristwatch,
reference 13/7184/01, with a Swiss-made quartz movement in
white metal, stamped '750' (swiss hallmarks) tonneau-shaped
case measuring 32x36mm (Not including lugs) with pave set
round brilliant cut diamonds set into the case facade and on
the dial with Roman numerals, blued hands and sapphire
crystal glass, all on white leather strap with an original
diamond-set Chorpard clasp.
Reference No: 13/7184/01
Case number 575663 753 1
Original box
Service card from 2011 £5,000-7,000

430

A trench watch style officers watch, with an R & Co Talisman
Swiss-made movement in an 18ct yellow gold case with white
enamel dial with Arabic numerals and seconds sub-dial, all on
a brown leather strap.
Total weight of item 29.7 grams including the strap. £200-300

431

An 18ct gold Longines automatic ultra-thin wristwatch with a
33.5mm octagonal case with a black dial and a diamond-set at
12 o'clock with a date aperture at 3 o'clock with gold dot
indexes and sapphire crystal glass on a black generic strap.
Serial: 18479060 £500-700
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432

An Atlantic wristwatch and a 9ct cushion shape wristwatch, the
Atlantic Waterproof, Shock protected, Antimagnetic watch is in
a steel case measuring 32.5mm with a Swiss-made handwound movement with an off-white dial featuring Roman
numerals and a sweeping second hand on a generic steel
bracelet. The cushion shape 1930's wristwatch contains a
Swiss-made 15 jewel movement in a 9ct yellow gold hinged
case marked 'Dennison Made In England' measuring 29mm
with a faded white dial and acrylic glass on a generic metals
strap. £100-200

433

A Favre-Leuba Geneve Automatic with a 9ct gold 33mm case
with a silver dial and baton indexes and a date aperture at 3
Oclock, with acrylic glass
Caliber: AS 1873 £200-300

434

A Rotary lady's wristwatch, with a hand-wound movement in a
16mm yellow metal case stamped 375 with an off-white dial
and gold baton indexes covered with acrylic glass all on a
yellow metal gate style bracelet stamped 375 with folding
clasp.
Total weight of item 12.2 grams
A box, no papers
Spare bracelet link included. £80-120

435

A Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date, with a Swiss-made automatic
movement in a steel case measuring 34mm in width with a
tropical black dial, silver baton indexes and a date aperture at
3 O'clock covered with acrylic glass and with date cyclops, all
on an oyster strap with deployment buckle.
Model: 1500
Serial: 1575889
Date:1967 £2,000-3,000

436

An Omega Seamaster Cosmic, with a Swiss hand-wound
movement in a steel case measuring 35mm with a white worn
deal on a generic metal strap. £100-200
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437

A Tudor Mini- sub unisex wristwatch, with an automatic swiss
made movement in a steel Rolex Oyster case measuring
33mm with a rotating gold bezel and gold crown with a yellow
dial and date aperture at 3 o'clock, all on a bi-colour articulated
strap with deployment buckle.
Model: 94401
Serial: 221622 £500-700

438

A Kutchinsky diamond-set L'ovale Medius wristwatch, with a
quartz movement featuring a chronograph function and date
with a pink and white dial, sub-dials and Arabic numerals in an
oval steel case measuring 32.5mm x 38.5mm bezel set with
thirty-four round brilliant cut diamonds all on a pink leather
strap with pin and buckle.
Total estimated weight of diamonds: 2.04ct £1,000-1,500

439

A 14ct yellow gold lady's Omega wristwatch with a handwound movement in a 14ct yellow gold case measuring
16.5mm wide, featuring an off-white dial with gold baton
indexes and a woven mesh gold bracelet with an adjustable
folding clasp.
Total weight of item: 32.2 grams
Caliber: 484
Serial: 28403167
Year: 1969 approx
No box, no papers £300-400

440

A Cartier guilloche travel clock, with a quartz movement in a
steel case measuring 8cm high by 6.5mm wide with roman
numerals, a white dial and a gold guilloche finished facade,
featuring an alarm function and synthetic sapphire set
adjustment crowns.
With fitted box and guarantee certificate
Year: 2004
Serial: 123089GD £400-600

441

An 800 standard silver lobed circular fruit bowl with applied
border with pierced decoration on four shell feet. 11.2 ozt. 23
cm diameter x 8 cm high. £100-200
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442

A 900 standard silver circular pot ad cover with feather
gadrooned body and flower finial, together with items of silverbacked dressing table appointments, including brushes,
mirrors and other items. 4.9 ozt of readily weighable silver
items. £100-150

443

A 20th century Tiffany of New York 5 3/4 gill silver hot water
pot with hinged cover and simple angular handle and spout.
16.4 ozt, 23 cm high. £150-200

444

A large sterling silver square shallow dish with a floral border,
together with a large sterling silver rectangular entre dish and
cover two oval sterling dishes a large sterling pitcher and a
circular sterling plate and one other plate and a pair of silver
plates candelabra. (7)151 ozt gross weight of weighable silver
£1,200-1,800

445

A 20th century Greek sterling silver lidded bowl with flame
finial and flat chased cover and body on openwork scroll feet
together with a modern sterling silver "Quaiche" form bowl with
pierced tab handle. Together with a very large Christofle silverplated gravy boat with an integral stand, silver plated sugar
caster and other items. 14 ozt gross weight of silver £300-500

446

A small collection of five American sterling silver dishes of
circular and oval (non-matching) 31.3 ozt gross weight (all with
some defect or other) 32 cm long the largest. £200-300
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447

A 20th century Tiffany & Co of New York sterling silver circular
salver with a simple moulded border. 30 ozt, 33 cm diameter.
£250-300

448

A late Victorian S. Mordan white metal telescopic propelling
pencil and dip pen with an engraved body with a suspension
loop.0.7 ozt, 18 cm long fully extended. £50-60

449

A 19th-century white metal desk seal of ogee pommel form
with faux cut card decoration bearing the legend "colmn" (?),
the bloodstone matrix engraved with a leopard's head erased
bearing. 7cm long. Together with white a metal (untested)
hollow cast bust of the crucified Christ on a gadrooned socle.
12 cm high. 8.9 grams collective weight £150-200

450

A pair of Chinese silver and enamel quail dishes with filigree
plumage. The backs of each bird removing to access the
dishes. 15.5 ozt gross weight. 15 cm long x 9 cm high. £200300

451

Large Garrard serpentine edged, circular silver salver, London
1881, with engraved neo-classical decoration 95.3 ozt, 51 cm
diameter. £1,500-2,000
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452

A probably early 20th-century rectangular Dutch silver and
blonde tortoiseshell hinge lidded table box, with a frieze of
feathery scrolls on a punch matted background. 5.7 ozt, 14 cm
long x 8.7 cm wide x 2 cm deep. £250-300

453

A Continental white metal brandy warming-pan marks
obliterated. The bowl with repouse worked swags and angular
lip fitted a turned and ebonized side handle. 4.5 ozt gross
weight, 19.5 cm long x 12 cm overall width £120-150

454

A Victorian S. Mordan reeded conical silver scent phial with
screw pommel cap, London 1881, in a fitted case. 25 cm long.
Together with a silver pounce pot and a single trumpet vase.
8.6 ozt gross weight £200-300

455

A small quantity of silver and other jewellery, comprising of a
set of six Egyptian revival silver coffee spoons, a white metal
charm bracelet marked "Sterling", two silver napkin rings, a
round box with hinged cover, a hinged bracelet, a Goldsmiths
and Silversmiths pocket watch, an Albee pocket watch in silver
plated case, a paste brooch in the form of a three-leaf clover,
two rings and a heart-shaped locket on chain. £100-150

456

A late 19th-century continental silver oval section tea caddy
and cover Bearing the makers marks for Berthold Muller and
assay marks for Chester 1890 (?) 8cm wide x 12 cm high.
Together with pair of Victorian cast silver grape scissors
embossed silver pin box, a small heart-shaped marriage box, a
set of six cast silver apostle spoons (St. Paul) and other items
of small silver. 27.2 gross weight. £200-300
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457

A George II silver "Bun Pepper", London 1732 by Ralph
Maidman. The baluster body with armorial crest. 5 ozt, 12 cm
high £300-400

458

A 20th century part canteen of Gorham (?) sterling silver
beaded edge table flatware and cutlery. Comprising: fourteen
table forks, fifteen table knives, fourteen dessert spoons,
twelve dessert forks, eleven soup spoons, ten (close matched)
teaspoons, and a pair of salad servers. 105.2 ozt gross weight
excluding the silver-handled knives with steel blades and
loaded handles, which weigh 36.3
Private estate £800-1,200

459

A Victorian presentation cased pair of scallop shell form silver
butter dishes with corresponding scimitar butter knives.
Sheffield 1896 by Walker & Hall. 6 ozt gross weight £200-300

460

Of golfing interest, an Edwardian silver fronted desk clock.
Birmingham 1908 by Vale & Sons. Embossed with a whimsical
golfer in outsize clothing in the manner of John Hassall bearing
the registered design number 561406 and fitted with a pocket
watch movement.(AF) 17 cm wide 15 cm high. £200-300

461

A small collection of silver items including a late Victorian silver
sugar box, London 1894 by Williams & Maudsley- Jackson, the
boat-shaped body with domed hinged cover with embossed
decoration together with other silver items including full hunter
fob watch, Christening tankard, low beaker, sifting spoon,
cigarette case and other items. 15.5 ozt gross of weighable
silver. 10 cm long x 7.5 cm wide x 10 cm high the primary item.
£150-200
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462

A collection of mostly American silver oddments including
dishes, cruet items and others (Mostly damaged) 28 ozt gross
weight of weighable silver. £200-300

463

A pair of early 20th century loaded silver table candlesticks
with segmental bodies and on spreading lobed bases. 33.5 cm
high. £300-400

464

A 20th-century heavy sterling silver coffee and tea set by
Merciel of Mexico of urn form with auricular handles and swan
neck spouts on a pedestal base. The set comprises a coffee
pot, teapot lidded sucrier, and milk jug 98 ozt gross weight, 26
cm high the coffee pot £800-1,000

465

A 20th century Sterling silver and mother of pearl "Owl" form
baby's teething rattle with inset glass eyes. 0.4 ozt gross
weight, 9 cm long. £70-100

466

A boxed set of sixteen Smythson white metal (base ?) novelty
"Christmas Pudding" table name place holders, together with
another Smythson boxed set of twelve polished metal and gilt
apple form table name place holders and a faux crocodile skin
embossed leather travel wallet// purse 14 cm x 25 cm £100150
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467

An Art Deco silver mounted and clear glass inkstand,
Birmingham 1937, with a central pen tray with a square well at
each end both fitted with hinged covers. 34 cm wide x 7.5 cm
deep x 7.5 cm overall height. £300-400

468

A mixed collection of American sterling and 800 standard table
flatware and cutlery. 58 ozt of readily weighable silver £400500

469

Of golf interest, an unusual Edwardian novelty silver cigar
lighter in the form of a golf ball supported by three crossed golf
clubs. Birmingham 1908 by Joseph Gloster. 2.3 ozt, 12 cm tall.
£250-300

470

A William IV Scottish silver wine funnel, Edinburgh 1836 by
James Howden & Co, With swept gadrooned rim and shell tab,
the simple spout with raised ribs.3.7 ozt 13 cm long x 9 cm
diameter. £450-500

471

A large American sterling silver "Quaich" form dish with
pierced handle another American sterling silver bowl and other
items of mostly American sterling silver flatware and cutlery.
35.8 ozt gross weight of weighable silver. £200-300
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472

An early 20th century American (Gorham?) sterling silver tall
circular section pedestal comport, bearing a monogram. 17 cm
diameter x 26 cm high. Together with a Tiffany silver lobed
cake stand with Arabesque and monogrammed engraved
design together with a pair of die-stamped Gorham silver pin
dishes. 29.9 ozt gross weight.
(Qty: 4) £200-300

473

A small collection of silver items including an Arts & Crafts
silver two-handled porringer, London 1919 by The Artificers
Guild. The two tab handles set with the scales of Libra and a
pair of green cabochon stones per handle. Together other
items including a cast silver apostle (St.Mark) spoon small
sweet meat bowl and other items. £150-200

474

A set of six sterling silver gilt and plique a a jour coffee spoons
each with openwork and enamel terminals of bellflower form
each of varying colour. 0.9 ozt gross weight. In an associated
fitted case. £200-300

475

An early 20th-century heavy silver oil lamp, London 1910 by
Lamberts of London. The low Krater form body with pineapple
mounted lid, pinched s[pout and serpent handle. 9 ozt, 15 cm
long x 10 cm wide x 7 cm high. £300-400

476

A 20th-century white metal novelty Dachshund pin cushion
with inset glass eyes. 5 cm long. Together with a sterling silver
Art Nouveau style figural, a circular pendant with pierced detail
set against a contrasting black glass background with loop
suspension. 1.2 ozt gross weight. £80-100
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477

A George III silver gilt and coral sprigg baby's teething
rattle/whistle, London 1806 by Morris Cadman (?). 1.1 ozt
gross weight, 12.5 cm long. £350-400

478

A pair of Queen Anne Britania silver "Dog-Nose" tablespoons,
London 1706 by possibly by Lawrence Jones, with prick
worked initials and a stork and serpent armorial crest. 4.3 ozt
combined weight ,20 cm and 25 cm respectively £500-600

479

A George III Irish silver "Irish Fiddle" pattern basting spoon,
Dublin 1805 possibly by William Sherwin. With engraved a
hound and captive bird armorial crest. 2.5 ozt, 27.4 cm long
£150-200

480

An early 20th-century silver circular bowl, London 1905 by D &
J Welby, 14 cm diameter x 8 cm high Together with thirteen
American "Coin" Silver teaspoons, a sterling silver circular
pierced cake stand and other items of silver. 30.9 ozt gross
weight £200-300

481

A heavy silver novelty hip flask in the form of a centre pin fly
fishing reel, London 2007 by Martin Blackwell, with silver gilt
detail. 8.9 ozt gross weight. 11 cm long. £500-700
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482

A large early 20th-century silver trophy cup.Birmingham 1903
by Elkington & Co, bearing a dedication to "Foxhunter" the
winner of a point to point. 29 cm wide x 27 cm high. Together
with a late Victorian silver trophy goblet and Masonic (Merlin
Lodge No1573) silver commemorative tankard. 57.5 ozt gross
weight. £500-700

483

A 1920s circular silver golfing medal Birmingham 1925,
bearing decorated with an Edwardian golfer in full swing in
relief and dated 1927 below, bearing the legend "Western Hall,
Victory Foursome". to the reverse with a simple ring
suspension. 2.7 cm diameter £50-80

484

A heavy cast Portuguese silver (Porto 833) hinged lidded
rectangular table box. The cover with deep relief scenes of
bucolic life within acanthus tongue borders. The base with a
frieze of running scrolls. 21.9 ozt. 15.5 cm long x 9 cm wide x 3
cm deep £600-800

485

An early 20th-century two-handled silver porringer, London
1924 by the Pairpoint brothers. 23 cm wide x 5.5 cm high,
together with an Egyptian silver single-handled bowl, silver
drum mustard pot, and a pair of George III (?) silver coasters,
moat spoon and toddy bowl. 18.9 ozt gross weight of
weighable silver. £150-200

486

A collection of silver-plated wares including, entre dishes,
cocktail shakers, hinged cover boxes and other items. £100150
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487

A large Persian (Isfahan) silver circular fruit bowl with cast and
applied floral rim the exterior flat chased with "Islimi" palmettes
and Arabesques together with a seven piece silver mezze set
(8) 62 ozt gross weight. £800-1,200

488

A collection of mostly early 20th century American sterling
silver table flatware including spoons forks and other items. 32
ozt gross weight of weighable silver.Together with other items
of silver plated table flatware and cutlery and a silver bread
bowl/ basket. £200-300

489

A collection of small silver items including a late 19th-century
silver sugar castor, London 1899 by James Parker. Together
with other items including a set of eight Tiffany sterling silver
small circular dishes and other items of silver and silver-plated
items. 42 ozt gross weight of weighable silver. £300-500

490

An early 20th century 800 standard silver two handled tray of
re-entrant rectangular form with scroll handles. 88.8 ozt. 65 cm
long x 39 cm wide. £600-800

491

A collection of silver and plated ware including modern silver
bottle coasters, cased orange peeler, and circular ashtray
(loaded) and other items together with a silver plated vodka
and caviar set and other items. £200-300
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492

A pair of George II style silver sauce boats, Sheffield 1905 by
Thomas Bradbury & Sons, with gadrooned rins and double
scroll handles on spreading shaped pedestal feet.12.9 ozt
gross weight. 16 cm long x 8 cm wide x 10 cm overall height.
£220-240

493

A probably early 20th-century French silver scimitar bladed fish
slice, the blade sith raised spine section, with Neo-Classical
pierced motif and engraved with a stylised dolphin. Fitted a
turned fruitwood handle. 5.2 ozt gross weight, 36 cm long x 7.7
cm overall width. £280-320

494

A 20th-century German silver oval pedestal fruit bowl with a
band of cast flowers and a pair of loop handles on a panelled
architectural column and plinth with needed decoration. 22.4
ozt, 38 cm long x 31 cm wide x 14.8 cm overall height. £500600

495

A George IV silver-mounted heavy glass rectangular table box
with duck surmount. London 1829 makers mark obscured. The
hinged, domed and lobed cover with a floral border. 9.5 cm
long x 7.5 cm wide x 9 cm overall height. £250-300

496

A part canteen for ten persons of Godinger "Old Copenhagen"
flatware and cutlery including table knives, table forks, dessert
spoons, dessert forks, and teaspoons together with other items
of silver-plated wares. £100-150
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497

A part canteen of Christofle silver-plated "Cluny" flatware and
cutlery and other items to include:
12 table knives
12 table forks
12 luncheon forks
12 luncheon knives
12 dessert knives
12 dessert forks
12 dessert spoons
8 soup spoons
8 pastry forks
7 coffee spoons
6 teaspoons
1 soup ladle
1 perforated rice serving spoon
1 cake slice
1 salt cellar
1 pepper mill
1 table mustard and cover
1sauce boat and corresponding ladle. £400-600
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